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Abstract
The ability for base stations to be able to beam-form their signals, directing the
signal energy to specific users, is a topic of research that has been heavily studied during the last decades. The beam-forming technique aims to increase the
signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio of the user and, consequently, increase the
capacity and coverage of the communication system. One such method is the Differential Beam-Forming technique, that has been developed at Ericsson Research.
In this version of beam-forming, the beams can be dynamically sharpened and
widened when tracking a specific terminal, to try to optimize the signal energy
sent to that terminal.
Beam-forming, however, makes the link-adaptation algorithm process substantially harder to perform. The reason for this is that the link-adaptation algorithm now has to take into account not only the changing radio environment, but
also the changing transmit signal that is being beam-formed. Fortunately, since
the beam-formed signal is known at the point of transmission, there should be a
potential to utilize this knowledge to make the link-adaptation more efficient.
This thesis, investigates how the link-adaptation algorithm could be changed
to perform better in beam-forming setups, as well as what information from the
beam-forming algorithm that could be included and utilized in the link-adaptation
algorithm. This is done by designing and investigating three new link-adaptation
algorithms, in the context of Differential Beam-Forming in an lte fdd system.
The algorithms that has been designed are both of a beam-forming-aware and
beam-forming-unaware character, meaning if the beam-forming information is
utilized within the algorithm, or not. These algorithms have been simulated for
different base station antenna array-sizes. Unfortunately, due to simulator restrictions, the terminals have been simulated in a stationary environment, which has
proven to be a limiting factor for the results. However, the results still show that
smarter beam-forming-aware link-adaptation could possibly be used to increase
the performance of the link-adaptation when using beam-forming.
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Introduction

This chapter presents the purpose of the master thesis as well as the range of the
theses related to earlier publications in the field of wireless communication.

1.1

Motivation

During the last three decades there has been an absolute explosion in the number
of mobile communication devices. One of the factors driving and enabling this
increase is the development of wireless communication of high-speed data for
mobile phones and data terminals. Wireless communication is today something
that most people in the world take for granted, but looking back you see that the
development in this area has been on an rapid growth for the last three decades.
In the telecommunication area the focus for the last decade has shifted from traditional voice and cellular communication to be able to transmit data at high speed
over wireless channels, where the data nowadays can respond to various different
applications. There is simultaneously ongoing development and deployment of
wireless connected machines, and Internet of Things, or IoT, is one of the biggest
buzzwords in the industry today. Ericsson, where this thesis is created, speak of a
vision of 50 billion connected devices, with the underlying fundamental enabler
being the development and evolution of technology [4].
The most fundamental challenges that occur when communicating over wireless channels, instead of communicating through wires, is fading and interference.
The fading phenomenon is a result the signal strength at the receiver varying
with time. This can be due to multi-path fading, which usually gives small-scale
effects while things such as shadowing of objects and distance attenuation give
effects on a larger scale. Secondly, interference between users is significantly existent in wireless communication systems since there is no isolated point-to-point
communication [8, p.1]. Through history both fading and interference have been
1
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seen as two very troublesome phenomena when it comes to wireless communication. The focus has historically been on increasing the reliability of the air interface, and hence, fading and interference have been thought of as things needed to
be countered. Nowadays, the focus has shifted into trying to increase the spectral
efficiency, explained as the utilization of the bandwidth and usually measured in
bits/s/Hz. In this scenario, fading is instead seen as a phenomena that can be
utilized and its effects are exploited in today’s systems [8, p.2].
The last deployed mobile standard Long Term Evolution (lte) was first clearly
specified in Release 8 by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) in December 2008. lte has been continuously developed since then with the specification of Release 13 being scheduled to be frozen in March 2016 [6]. One of
the main lte drivers have been the aim for higher data rates. One important
aspect in any mobile communication system for reaching higher data rates is
the Link-Adaptation (la) procedure. The la procedure adjusts the communication parameters to better fit the instantaneous radio environment between the
base station and the user. In lte, the radio-link data rate is controlled by continuously changing the modulation scheme and/or the channel coding rate. The
goal of this procedure is to take advantage of good radio-link conditions by using higher order modulation schemes (16-qam or 64-qam) and high code rate
when the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver is high while using qpsk and low
code rate when the radio-link conditions are poor. In consequence, this type of
link-adaptation is often referred to as Adaptive Modulation and Coding (amc)[3,
p.81]
In later releases of lte several new multi-antenna techniques have been introduced. One of these techniques enables beam-forming, which aims to increase
the Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise-Ratio (sinr) of the user and, consequently, increase the capacity and coverage of the sytem [3, p.100]. This, however, makes
the link-adaptation process substantially harder to perform. The reason for this
is that the link-adaptation algorithm now has to take into account not only the
changing radio environment, but also the changing transmit signal that is being
beam-formed. Fortunately, since the beam-formed signal is known at the point
of transmission, there should be a potential to utilize this knowledge to make
the link-adaptation more efficient. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate how
this knowledge can be used to make the link-adaptation in the base stations’ linkadaptation algorithm more efficient.
To understand this topic, one have to have basic knowledge about the lte linkadaptation procedure. The link-adaptation in lte consists of an inner-loop linkadaptation (illa) and an outer-loop link-adaptation (olla). The main parameter in
the illa is the Channel Quality Indicator (cqi) which is estimated at the terminal
from base station reference signals and fed back to the base station. The cqi
represents the highest Modulation-and-Coding Scheme (mcs) that, if used in the
downlink transmissions, would lead to a received block-error rate (bler) of, in the
case of lte, at most 10%. The reason for using this feedback quantity instead
of the actual sinr is to account for different terminal implementations[3, p.283].
However, for a specific terminal the cqi values can be seen as a direct mapping
to the sinr.

1.2
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The main parameters in the olla are the acknowledgements (ack) and negative acknowledgements (nak) from the Hybrid Automatic Repeat Requests (harq).
acks and naks from the terminals harq are used as a measure of how close the
base station was to send at the optimal mcs at the point of transmission which
the ack/nak corresponds to. An ack would indicate to the base station that it
was transmitting with a too conservative mcs while a nak would indicate the opposite, that the base station was sending with too a high mcs so that the terminal
could not correct the errors in the received packets.
Using beam-forming to transmit signals in the downlink affects the link-adaptation at the base station in a couple of ways. By changing the width of the beam,
there is a high risk of both fast and big changes in the received sinr, since a
wider beam means less concentrated signal energy. In the case of a moving terminal, there is also a risk of the beam-formed transmit signal missing the terminal,
causing rapid dips in the received sinr. A third way, is that when using heavily
beam-formed signals and no inter-cell interference coordination (icic) the changes
in the terminals received interference occasionally instantaneously increases or
decreases, as an effect of the neighbouring cells’ beam-formed signals hitting and
missing the terminal in question.
One beam-forming method currently under investigation at Ericsson Research
is Differential Beam-Forming (dbf). In this version of beam-forming you can dynamically sharpen and widen the beam when tracking a terminal to try to optimize the signal energy sent to the terminal [7, p.40]. Depending on the received
cqis corresponding to two different zoom levels, the base station can decide upon
on which beam to transmit future signals. This, however, creates problems for
the current link-adaptation algorithm, based on olla and illa, because of the
feedback latency.

1.2

Objective and Novel Contributions

This thesis is an investigation of if the conventional link-adaptation algorithm can
be improved in the context of Differential Beam-Forming setups, e.g. how can the
beam-forming information be utilized to increase the performance of the linkadaptation procedure in this context. The investigation mainly includes development of new link-adaptation algorithms. Comparisons is done between newly
designed link-adaptation algorithms with dbf and conventional link-adaptation .
This is done in the context of dbf and an lte fdd system but the results may be
applicable to other beam-forming and communication standards.

1.3

Problem Formulation

The two main questions this thesis will try to answer is:
1. How could the link-adaptation algorithm be changed to better work for
beam-forming setups and more specifically when using dbf?

4
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(a) Are there alternative solutions that could work better than the classic
link-adaptation algorithm when using Differential Beam-Forming?
(b) What information from the beam-forming could be utilized to increase
the performance of the link-adaptation?
(c) What methods could be used to integrate this information into the linkadaptation algorithms?
2. Do the newly designed algorithms with Differential Beam-Forming perform
better than conventional link-adaptation with Differential Beam-Forming?
(a) Which of the studied algorithms perform the best and how does this
differ between different setups?
(b) How does performance of the newly designed algorithms in comparison to the conventional link-adaptation algorithm, differ for different
bs antenna array-sizes?

1.4

Assumptions and Limitations

The thesis is limited to Differential Beam-Forming in the downlink transmissions
of an lte fdd system. It only investigates with a single user per time-frequency
resource, thus, no spatial-multiplexing is used and single-layer transmissions are
considered. It is assumed that there is no frequency-reuse inside each cell, so that
interfering transmissions only originate from neighbouring cells. Also, for the
link-adaptation algorithms designed within this thesis, no consideration is taken
regarding the performance of their respective mcs decision calculation, within
the base station. That is, the amount of calculations needed for the base station
to take its mcs decision is not taken into consideration in the results. Further limitations regarding setup of the simulations done within this thesis are presented
in Chapter 6.

1.5

Thesis Outline

To be able to study link-adaptation with Differential Beam-Forming in an lte
environment, relevant theory is introduced in chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5. The investigation method is stated in Chapter 6 and the results of the investigation’s
simulations is presented in Chapter 7. The last three chapters covers the discussion of the results, conclusions made during the thesis and further research areas,
respectively.
• Chapter 2 presents the basic wireless communication system model this
thesis relies on as well as relevant theory in topics such as channel properties, channel modelling and multi-antenna configurations.
• Chapter 3 is an overview of lte. It presents the general protocol structure
of the standard and focuses mainly on the physical and mac layers, which

1.5
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are the most relevant to this thesis. It takes up relevant information regarding topics such as reference signals, multi-antenna techniques and hybrid
arq.
• Chapter 4 gives a thorough description of the link-adaptation techniques
used in lte today. This is introduced in its own chapter since the linkadaptation is the most central topic in this thesis.
• Chapter 5 presents the basics behind Differential Beam-Forming. The overall beam-forming algorithm is described as well as the potential strengths
of the technique.
• Chapter 6 presents how this thesis’s investigation was conducted. It features the prestudy, the design of the link-adaptation algorithms that were
studied as well as a description of the simulation environment that was
used.
• Chapter 7 presents the results of the simulations that was described in the
previous chapter. It also presents the major patterns that can be seen in
these results.
• Chapter 8 discusses and evaluates the results and patterns of the simulations’ results.
• Chapter 9 presents the answers to the questions asked in the problem formulation of this thesis. By doing so, it concludes the investigation and summarizes the major findings.
• Chapter 10 presents topics that could be the focus of further research, originating from the assumptions, limitations and findings of the thesis.

2

System Model

The chapter will present some of the basic wireless communication theory that
is needed to understand the different concepts of this thesis. It will present the
basic wireless channel model as well as relevant topics of wireless communication such as different channel properties, channel modelling and multi-antenna
configurations.

2.1

Wireless Channel Overview

This thesis, as described in the Introduction, will try to optimize the lte linkadaptation procedure for downlink transmissions using Differential Beam-Forming.
To be able to understand the different concepts associated with this, one have to
first build up understanding of the properties of the wireless channel between
the base station’s transmitter and the terminal’s receiver.
There is several different properties that are generally associated with wireless channels, where the main property is that the channel varies with both time
and frequency. These variations can be described by defining different types of
fading properties. The first distinction is between, large-scale and small-scale fading, where the former is caused by the path loss corresponding to the attenuation
of the signal as a function of distance as well as shadowing by large objects such
as buildings or mountains. The latter, is caused by multi-path propagation and
the constructive or destructive interference it creates [8, p.10]. An other way of
categorizing wireless channels is by making a distinction between fast and slow
fading channels. Throughout literature there are different definitions of these two
categorizations, however, one way of doing this is by defining fast fading channel
as cases where the coherence time is much less than the delay requirements of the
systems that are using the channel, and slow fading when the coherence time is
longer than the delay requirements [8, p.31]. One can also distinguish between
7
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channels that are either frequency flat or frequency selective, defined by when the
application bandwidth is significantly smaller or larger, respectively, than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. The coherence bandwidth is essentially defined
as the bandwidth for which the channel’s fading is approximately the same [8,
p.33].
This thesis is done in the context of lte. Therefore this thesis assumes the
frequency reuse factor to be one, in accordance with lte design and operation.
This means that all neighbouring cells can use the same time-frequency resources
for scheduling [3, p.99] and, consequently, that the whole bandwidth can be used
in each cell. lte also has the possibility to use inter-cell interference coordination
(icic), which can avoid interfering transmissions from neighbouring cells for celledge users, which are most prone to receive large amounts of interference [3,
p.99]. However, this thesis assumes no such coordination.

2.2

The Channel model

The main channel discussed and used in this thesis is a single-user multiple-input
multiple-output (mimo) channel used for downlink transmission between the lte
base station transmitter and terminal receiver, as seen in Figure 2.1. The figure
depicts how a symbol s is transmitted over the channel, using NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas, to be received as a symbol r, where s, r ∈ C. The
channel is described by a time-discrete baseband model as in [8, p.25]. The impulse response between the different transmit and receive antennas is denoted by
the set {hiR ,iT [`] ∈ C, ` = 0, . . . , L − 1}, where iR and iT are indexes for receiving
and transmitter antennas and L is the maximum tap number of the channel. The
received signal at a receive antenna iR at a given time instant k, assuming transmitted signals xiT of the iT :th transmit antenna, is given by Equation (2.1), where
niR is the received noise at antenna iR .
yiR [k] =

NT X
L−1 
X


hiR ,iT [`]xiT [k − `] + niR [k]

(2.1)

iT =1 `=0

The transmission can be assumed to be in the form of blocks of size K. By
assuming that the base station adds a cyclic prefix to the transmission signal, one
gets
xiT [k] = xiT [k + K],

k = −L + 1, . . . , −1,

∀iT

(2.2)

and thus, the received signal can be seen as a cyclic convolution according to
Equation (2.3).
yiR [k] =

NT 
X


hiR ,iT ~ xiT [k] + niR [k]

(2.3)

iT =1

By acknowledging the fact that a time-domain cyclic convolution can be seen
as a frequency-domain multiplication, one can describe the received signal in the
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Figure 2.1: Single-user channel model with multiple transmit and receive
antennas.
frequency domain as a set of K parallel subchannels which are frequency flat,
according to Equation (2.4).

ỹiR [θ] =

NT 
X


h̃iR ,iT [θ]x̃iT [θ] + ñiR [θ],

θ = 0, . . . , K − 1,

∀iR

(2.4)

iT =1

where
ỹiR [θ] =

K−1
X

yiR [k]e−j2πkθ/K ,

k=0

h̃iR ,iT [θ] =

K−1
X

hiR ,iT [k]e−j2πkθ/K ,

k=0

x̃iT [θ] =

K−1
X

xiT [k]e−j2πkθ/K ,

k=0

ñiR [θ] =

K−1
X

niR [k]e−j2πkθ/K

k=0

ỹiR , h̃iR ,iT , x̃iT and ñiR are the frequency-domain representation of yiR , hiR ,iT ,
xiT and niR respectively. That is, the fourier-transform of the latter time-domain
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representation. Transmission in the form of Equation (2.4) can also be referred to
as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ofdm), which is used in 4G communications systems.
One assumption done in this thesis is that L = 1, and consequently the received signal in Equation (2.4) can be expressed for all NR receive antennas iR
according to the following matrix expression:
y = Hx + n

(2.5)

where y -valued vector of size NR × 1 with elements ỹiR [θ], H is a complexvalued channel matrix of size NR × NT with elements HiR ,iT = h̃iR ,iT [θ], x is
a complex-valued vector of size NT × 1 containing elements x̃iT [θ] and n is a
complex-valued noise vector of size NR × 1 containing elements ñiR [θ].

2.2.1

Transmitter Model

As depicted in Figure 2.1, the input symbols s are fed to what is from here on
referred to as a beam-vector. The beam-vector is a complex-valued column-vector
of size NR × 1 and is denoted b = (b1 , b2 , . . . , bNT )T . The beam-vector weights the
different antenna elements by multiplying the input symbol s with the different
beam-vector elements to create the transmit vector x, that is
x = bs

(2.6)

Figure 2.2: Transmitter model, describing the beam-vector components.
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A more detailed description of the beam-vector shown in Figure 2.1 is depicted in Figure 2.2. Here one can see that the beam-vector b is actually built
up by two separate parts, the precoder and the port-to-antenna mapping. The precoder, W = (W1 , W2 , . . . , WNP )T , is a complex-valued matrix of size NP × NL where
NL = 1 (since single layer transmission is assumed), which maps the input symbol
s to NP antenna ports, by applying NP different complex weights. These antenna
ports should be seen as logical units rather than physical units, since NP ≤ NT .
The precoder is used to apply different phase shifts to the different antenna ports,
so that the signal thereby is directed in a certain direction. Using the above definitions we get a antenna port vector t = (t1 , t2 , . . . , tNP )T , from the following
multiplication:
t = Ws

(2.7)

The different antenna ports, ti , are then mapped onto the physical antenna
elements by a use of the port-to-antenna mapping matrix F, which combines the
NP antenna ports onto the NT antennas, thus, F is of size NT × NP . Each column
of F therefore shows how a single antenna port is linearly combined onto each
physical antenna element. Thus, the relation between x and t is the following:
x = Ft

(2.8)

By then combining Equation (2.7) and Equation (2.8) you get the expression:
x = Ft = FWs

(2.9)

and comparing this to Equation (2.6) you finally get the beam-vector expression,
as shown in Figure 2.2, that is
b = FW

2.2.2

(2.10)

Receiver Model

Again referring to Figure 2.1. The individual signals received at the receiving antennas are combined by a compiler C = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cNR ) (single-layer transmission
is assumed), where ci ∈ C, according to
r = Cy

(2.11)

The compiler used in the simulations of this thesis make use of a minimum
mean square error (mmse) filter, which is used for interference rejection at the
receiver, meaning that strong interferers received at the linear receive-antennas
are suppressed to achieve high sinr. This is, however, not a major subject of this
thesis.
By then lastly combining all the equations from Section 2.2, one can express
how s and r are related in one equation, that is
r = Cy = C(Hx + n) = C(HFWs + n)

(2.12)
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Precoders, Fixed and Virtual Codebook

In this thesis, the number of antenna ports are generally NP = 2, since this is how
dbf is set up. In this case, the precoder matrix is a 2 × 1 matrix, one element for
each antenna port, assuming single-layer transmissions. What is most important
in the structure of the precoder is the relative phase between the precoder elements, thus, a single element of the two-port single-layer precoder can be used
to create the phase shift, keeping the other element constant in all precoders. The
set of the different precoders Wi used in a certain multi-antenna setup will from
here on be referred to as a fixed codebook Cf = {Wi , i = 0, . . . , |Cf | − 1}, where |Cf |
is the size of the fixed codebook, since | | is is defined as the cardinality operator.
In the case of |Cf | = 4, one example of how the precoders could be constituted is
shown in Equation (2.13), where j is the imaginary unit. Here the fixed codebook
is constituted by four different precoders where the consecutive precoders’ phase
shifts differ by π/2.
π 
1 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3
(2.13)
Wi = √ 1, e j 2 i ,
2
If, instead, a codebook of size |Cf | = 8 is used, the precoders could look according to Equation (2.14). Here, the consecutive phase shifts are instead π/4,
and thus, the cardinality, and consequently, the granularity of the fixed codebook
is increased. This means that the number of directions that can be used when
using said codebook, is larger than for the codebook of lesser cardinality.
π 
1 
Wi = √ 1, e j 4 i ,
i = 0, 1, . . . , 7
(2.14)
2
Another set that will be frequently referred to in later chapters is the virtual
codebook, Cv . While the fixed codebook is constituted by all the precoder matrices W, the virtual codebook is constituted by all possible beam-vectors. That
is, all the different combinations of different precoders W and port-to-antenna
mappings F, and thus, |Cv | ≥ |Cf |.

2.3

The Linear Antenna Array

Throughout this thesis, the transmitter is set up with a linear antenna array.
This means that the antenna elements are set up next to each other in a single
line, equally spaced with some inter-antenna distance d. One can divide beamforming into to categories depending on the antenna setup, namely focusing on
high or low mutual antenna correlation. High mutual antenna correlation refers to
the antennas having a small inter-antenna distance and by that, making the channels of the different transmitting antennas and the receiver to be basically the
same. The beam can then be directed by applying different phase shits to the signals mapped to the different antennas, this is generally thought of as “classical”
beam-forming. The draw backs of classical beamforming is that the beam end
up being relatively wide and because of the high correlation between antennas,
there is no way applying diversity together with the beam-forming [3, p.68f].
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With low mutual antenna correlation, the antennas are set-up with a sufficiently large inter-antenna distance or a difference in polarization between the
antennas. The way of applying weights to the antenna is similar to the former
case, but the weights can instead be general complex values, with differences in
both phase shift as well as amplitude. This is related to the fact that the low correlation between the different antennas make their individual channels differ in
both in phase and instantaneous gain [3, p.69].
For dbf and many other beam-forming techniques, the inter-antenna distance
is chosen to be approximately half of the wavelength λ, depicted by Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Linear-antenna array with d = λ/2.
In the case of low mutual correlation, the values in W of Equation (2.10) is
general complex values, where as of the classic beam-forming with high mutual
correlation, all individual values in W have the same gain, that is Wi = Ae jφi
where A is the unit gain. From this, one also understands that for low mutual correlation, the transmitter needs to have more information about the instantaneous
channels [3, p.70].
Given that the transmitted signals is only subjective to frequency-selective
fading and white noise, the precoding elements should be chosen according to
(2.15) [3, p.70].
Wi = q

h∗i
PNT

(2.15)

2
k=1 |hk |

Here, hi is the channel coefficient for the channel corresponding to transmission antenna element i, when NR = 1.
The actual beam-forming pattern that is being transmit by the linear antenna
array, is purely a vector addition of the electromagnetic fields created by the NT
transmit antennas [2, p.283]. Increasing the number of transmit antennas increases the transmitted signal power linearly, as the received signals originating
from different transmit antennas add up at the receiver. Also, as the number of
transmit antennas increases, the main lobe of the transmitted beam can be made
narrower, in the direction the antenna array spans.

2.4

Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise-Ratio

In the context of this thesis, the signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (sinr) measures the quality of a received signal. It is calculated according to Equation (2.16),
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where the power of the signal intended for the receiver is divided by the combined power of the received noise and interference. The interference, here, originates from neighbouring cells and index k is used to indicate one out of a set of
K different cells.
h
2i
E Hk xk
sinr = h
(2.16)
h
i
2i
PK
2
E
H
x
+
E
knk
j=1,j,k j j
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LTE Overview

Long-Term Evolution (lte) is a mobile communication standard driven by high
peak data rates, high spectral efficiency, low latency and a flexibility in the frequency domain. The first release of the standard, Release 8, was frozen by 3GPP
in December 2008. Since then, lte has continued to evolve with new functionality added in additional releases, and has been named lte-Advanced from Release
10 and onward. Release 13 is scheduled to be frozen in March, 2016 [6].
Mobile communication technologies are often named after their respective
generation. lte is in this context usually called 4G, but many also claim that
lte-Advanced is the actual true 4G. lte and lte-Advanced is, however, the same
technology but the “Advanced” wording was added to emphasize the relation
between lte Release 10 and ITU/IMT-Advanced [3, p.1,p.4].
Because of the increase in internet usage in the 1990s it was natural for lte
to focus on internet-based services for mobile devices. Thus, the overall aim of
lte was to provide a new mobile communication technology based on packetswitched data only. The circuit-switched services of the older generation of mobile communication technologies remain within lte but are provided over ip,
also one of the main design targets.
Data, rather than voice services is the big focus in lte. Hence, lte was, and
still is, highly driven by a focus on data, which is also reflected by the servicerelated design parameters already mentioned. The continuous goal of future releases is still to improve the data rates, capacity, latency and spectral efficiency
of the existing system. This thesis is also an effort to add to the already immense
amount of technology related to lte and, consequently, the investigation conducted within this thesis is done in an lte environment. Therefore, this following chapter gives an overview of lte. This chapter introduces the main aspects of
the standard, with a focus on the techniques most relevant to the context of this
thesis. It is therefore not necessary to understand all of the material provided in
15
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this chapter to grasp the basic results provided in the thesis. However, the reader
might find these results more interesting if he or she can understand them from
a lte-framework perspective. It is recommended to at least read through Section 3.7 which is the last and arguably the most important section of this chapter.

3.1

System Architecture

lte is, by definition, a radio-access technology, specifying the Radio-Access Network (ran). Associated with the ran is the Core Network (cn) needed for the
ran to be able to provide any services. The lte ran is used together with a cn,
which is referred to as the Evolved Packet Core (epc), and together they form the
so called Evolved Packet System (eps) [3, p.109]. In 3GPP, the terminology to denote a terminal is ue or User Equipment [3, p.106]. Terminal and ue will be used,
with equal meaning, throughout the thesis.

3.1.1

Core Network

In comparison to earlier cn technologies, the epc is a radical evolution, supporting packet-switched domain only with no support for the cicuit-switched domain.
The epc is built up of many different types of nodes, described below and depicted in Figure 3.1.
The Mobility Management Entity (mme) is the control-plane, and has responsibility over, among others, the connection and release of radio bearers to the
terminals as well as the ue’s state transitioning. The user-plane node, connecting the epc to the ran is called the Serving Gateway (s-gw). Moreover, it serves

Figure 3.1: epc architecture [3, Figure 8.1].
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as a mobility anchor when ues switch between different base stations and gathers information and statistics used for charging. The epc is connected to the
internet through the Packet Data Gateway Network (p-gw), which also allocates ip
addresses for specific terminals. Finally, the Home Subscriber Service node, hss is
responsible for containing subscriber information [3, p.110]

3.1.2

Radio-Access Network

The architecture of the lte ran is built up by only one single type of node, the
eNodeB. All radio-related functionality is provided by the eNodeB. One single
eNodeB can handle several cells and should therefore be thought of as a logical
unit, rather than a physical one. One common implementation of the eNodeB is
letting the eNodeB handle transmissions in three different cells, a so called threesector site. Another example is one eNodeB responsible for several cells along a
highway, or a great number of indoor cells inside a building. Thus, it is important
to emphasize that an eNodeB is not the same thing as a base station, even though
a base station is one possible implementation of an eNodeB [3, p.111].

Figure 3.2: lte ran interfaces [3, Figure 8.2].
The different interfaces of lte ran is depicted in Figure 3.2. The eNodeB
is connected to the epc through the S1 interface. These connections are divided
into the S1 user-plane part connecting to the s-gw, and the S1 control-plane part,
connecting to the mme. There is also an X2 interface which connects different
eNodeBs to each other. This interface’s main task is to support mobility between
cells [3, p.111].
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Radio-Protocol Overview

The radio-protocol structure of lte is illustrated in Figure 3.3. This figure represents downlink transmissions, that is, from bs to ue, which is the main focus of
this thesis. Transmissions in the other direction, from ue to bs is referred to as
uplink transmissions.
The radio-protocol specifies how ip packets from the mme are mapped onto
radio bearers and sent between the bs and the ue. All of the entities in the figure
is not always in use, since this depend on the type of transmission at hand. The
uplink radio protocol structure for lte is also similar to Figure 3.3, but there are
some differences which, however, will not be discussed in this thesis.
The lte radio protocol structure can be divided into different protocol entities, described in the following section.
• pdcp, the Packet Data Convergence Protocol, performs Robust Header Compression (rohc) on incoming ip packets, which reduces the amount of data
transmitted over the radio interface. It also performs ciphering and integrity protection [3, p.111].
• The Radio Link Control layer performs segmentation, concatenation, retrans-

Figure 3.3: lte protocol structure [3, Figure 8.4].
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mission and in-sequence delivery to higher layers. The rlc provides radio
bearers to the pdcp and there is only one rlc entity per radio bearer [3,
p.113].
• The Medium-Access Control (mac) provides services to the rlc in the form
of logical channels and is also responsible for the multiplexing of mentioned
channels, retransmission and uplink and downlink scheduling. The retransmissions are implemented in the form of a hybrid-arq protocol present in
both transmissions and retransmissions [3, p.113]. The hybrid-arq is most
relevant to this thesis and is described in more detail in Section 3.7.1.
• Lastly, the Physical Layer (phy) provides services to the rlc in the form of
transport channels. phy mainly performs modulation/demodulation, coding/decoding and mutli-antenna mapping [3, p.113].

3.2

Transmission Scheme

The basic transmission scheme for both downlink and uplink transmission in
lte is built on ofdm. However, in the uplink a Discrete Fourier Transform (dft)
precoding is applied before the ofdm modulation to improve the efficiency of
the transmitter power amplifier at the terminal. This is usually referred to as
dft-spread ofdm [3, p.127]. ofdm is a multi-carrier transmission scheme where
you typically use several hundred narrowband subcarriers, transmitted simultaneously to the same receiver over the same radio link [3, p.27]. In both the lte
downlink and uplink the subcarrier spacing is set to 15 kHz, found to balancing
overhead from the cyclic prefix to Doppler spread/shift.[3, p.127].

Figure 3.4: lte resource block structure [3, Figure 9.2].
lte transmission is block based which comes naturally from the block based
structure of ofdm. The smallest physical resource in lte is called resource element, which is defined as one ofdm symbol on one subcarrier. These resource
elements then build up into resource blocks consisting of the frequency span of
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12 subcarriers and a 0.5 ms time slot [3, p.129]. The resource block structure is
illustrated in Figure 3.4.
The ofdm transmissions is further organized in the time domain, where the
transmission are divided into 10 ms radio frames, which consist of 10 equally
sized 1 ms subframes. Naturally, the subframes themselves consist of two time
slots [3, p.128]. Finally, there are 6 or 7 ofdm symbols during a 0.5 ms time
slot, depending on different usage of cyclic prefix for different lte transmission
modes [3, p.129]. The time unit of the subframes, is an important distinction and
is generally referred to as Transmission Time Interval, or more commonly tti [3,
p.116].

3.2.1

Duplex Schemes

Spectrum flexibility has always been one of the main drivers for lte [3, p.8]. This
mainly refers to a flexibility in bandwidth but lte also support both paired and
unpaired spectrum. This is possible since lte supports both Frequency Division
Duplex (fdd) and Time Division Duplex (tdd) operation [3, p.135]. This is most
easily explained by Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Time-frequency structure for FDD and TDD [3, Figure 9.9].
In an fdd system, which is assumed in this thesis, there are two different
carrier frequencies, which are responsible for downlink and uplink transmission respectively. Depending on the terminal’s ability of simultaneous tranmission/reception, the downlink and uplink transmission can be scheduled at the
same time, referred to as full-duplex. Otherwise the downlink and uplink have to
be separated in time, referred to as half-duplex [3, p.136].
In an tdd system the uplink and downlink transmission take place on the
same carrier frequency, and must therefore be separated in time. The base station
and terminal must therefore take turns transmitting and receiving. This change
in transmission direction is fixed to certain special subframes where a guard period
is set, where neither downlink or uplink transmission occur [3, p.137f].
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Physical-Layer Processing

The physical layer was briefly described in Section 3.1.3. There it was noted that
the physical layer was responsible of coding/decoding, retransmission, modulation/demodulation, and antenna mapping. In Figure 3.3 it was shown that phy
supplies the mac with transport channels. There are four kinds of transport channels where the Downlink Shared Channel (dl-sch) is the main transport channel
in the lte downlink [3, p.143]. dl-sch is also the only transport channel that
is considered in this thesis. The other transport channel types are the Multicast
Channel (mch), the Paging Channel (pch) and the Broadcast Channel (bch). The
physical-layer processing of both the mch and the pch is very similar to the dlsch while the structure of the bch, however, is significantly different [3, p.143].
The physical-layer processing of dl-sch is depicted in Figure 3.6, where the rate
matching and physical-layer hybrid arq as well as the antenna-mapping is the
most relevant procedures for this thesis.

Figure 3.6: Physical layer overview for dl-sch [3, Figure 10.1].
Here will follow a description of the different steps of the physical layer processing, top-down. During each tti, the physical layer receives one or two transport blocks (in the case of spatial-multiplexing), from the mac-layer. These transport blocks are then transported through the different phy processes and transmitted during the same tti. In the Cyclic Redundancy Check (crc) step, a 24-bit
crc is added to each transport block, to allow for receiver side error detection
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on the received block [3, p.144]. The segmentation step divides incoming large
transport blocks into smaller code blocks. This needs to be done since the lte
Turbo coder’s internal interleaver only works on a set of pre-defined block sizes.
Thus, the segmentation makes sure its output code blocks all match one of the
predefined code block sizes of the Turbo coder. Since this should work for any arbitrary incoming block size, the segmentation have a possibility to add "dummy"
filler bits at the start of the incoming transport block. The segmentation also adds
an extra crc to all of its output code blocks to allow for earlier detection of errors
or correctly received blocks [3, p.145].
The lte Turbo coder, the third step, has an overall rate of 1/3 and combines
encoding with interleaving. As a result, the output blocks from the Turbo coder
is three times larger than the input blocks [3, p.146]. The fourth step consists
of rate matching and physical-layer hybrid arq. The hybrid arq is essential to
this thesis and will therefore be mentioned in more detail Section 3.7. This step
chooses the exact bits, from the Turbo coder output, that are to be transmitted
within the current subframe, which depends on the redundancy version chosen by
the transmitter/scheduler [3, p.147].
The bit-level scrambling multiplies (exclusive-or) the incoming blocks with a
sequence of bits called scrambling sequence. By applying different scrambling sequences in different cells, the transmitted signals from neighbouring cells are randomized after the descrambling of received signals, so that they are merely seen
as noise. In the next step, the modulation, the incoming bits are transformed into
complex symbols in the form of qpsk, 16qam or 64qam, which are the modulation schemes supported within lte [3, p.148].
In the last step, the antenna-mapping, the transport blocks are mapped onto
different antenna ports. These should be seen as logical units, as one antenna port
can correspond to several actual antennas. One antenna port is also said to correspond to a specific reference signal (explained in more detail in Section 3.5), e.g.
if the same reference signal is sent from two different physical antennas, these are
said to correspond to the same antenna port [3, p.148]. The antenna mapping depend on the used mulitple-antenna transmission scheme, these different schemes
are reviewed in Section 3.6.
In the last processing step of the physical layer, the symbols previously mapped
on different antenna ports are mapped on different time-frequency resource blocks
(mentioned in Section 3.2). The structure of the mapping is decided upon by the
mac scheduler. All data in each resource block does, however, not correspond
to the transport block data since there also need to be space for different types
of reference signals, downlink control signaling and synchronization signals [3,
p.149].

3.3.1

Transmission Modes

The different lte transmission modes refer to the different multi-antenna schemes
that are implemented within lte. In the current implementation of lte there is
nine different transmission nodes. The transmission modes differ in three main
aspects, what antenna-mapping they use, what reference signals are used and
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what feedback from the ue that the base station relies on [3, p.161].
The investigation of this thesis is based upon transmission mode 9, the most
recent implemented mode. This transmission mode was introduced in Release 10
and uses non-codebook-based precoding (see Section 3.6.2) with up to eight layers,
the maximum amount of layers in today’s implementation of lte [3, p.162].

3.4

Channel-State Reports

Channel-State reports consist of Channel-State Information (csi) that the ue sends
to the base station. The csi reports are used for both downlink scheduling decisions as well as beam-forming configuration. These reports are merely recommendations from the ue, and thus, the base station can always make other decisions regarding the scheduling and beam-forming [3, p.283]. If the base station
chooses another configuration than what is recommended, information about the
precoding needs to be added to the downlink scheduling, otherwise, a simple confirmation bit is enough for the ue to know which precoding is used [3, p.284].
The csi is calculated from received reference signals (explained further in Section 3.5), and the csi reports can consist of a combination of the three different
measurements, explained below [3, p.283].

3.4.1

Rank-Indication

The Rank Indication (ri) indicates which transmission rank that should be used in
the downlink transmission, which is another word for the number of layers used
in the transmission. This type of csi is only used by terminals in a transmission
mode related to spatial-multiplexing (Section 3.6.3). Since all layers are transmitted over the same set of resource blocks in lte, only one ri, which is valid for the
whole bandwidth, needs to be reported [3, p.283]. ri is of lesser importance to
this thesis since only single-layer transmissions are assumed.

3.4.2

Precoder-Matrix Indication

The Precoder-Matrix Indication (pmi) is a recommendation of which precoder to
use in the downlink transmission. The precoder matrix can be seen as a mapping of the transmission signal to the antenna ports and was earlier discussed in
Chapter 2, but will be discussed further in an lte perspective in Section 3.6.2.
The pmi is used together with the ri to indicate which precoder matrix to use in
the downlink transmission, with the difference that the pmi recommendation is
frequency-selective and thus, different recommendations can be set for different
frequency-blocks [3, p.283]. The pmi is essential to the dbf algorithm, which will
be made clear in Chapter 5.

3.4.3

Channel Quality Indication

The Channel-Quality Indication (cqi) is extremely relevant for this thesis, as it is
an essential part of the link-adaptation algorithm. The cqi represents the optimal
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Modulation-And-Coding Scheme (mcs) to be used in the physical downlink shared
channel. Optimal, in this context, refers to the highest downlink mcs that would
lead to a Block-Error Rate (bler) of maximum 10%. There can be several cqi
reported within in a csi report, since each can represent a certain part of the
spectrum. The reason for using cqi instead of sinr is that it accounts for different
terminal implementations as well as simplifies testing of the terminals [3, p.283].

3.5

Reference Signals

The lte reference signals are predefined signals occupied at specfic positions in
the lte resource blocks [3, p.152]. There are several types of reference signals,
for both uplink and downlink. However, within this section, only three of the
downlink reference signals will be brought up. These are all used for csi calculation at the ue, and the last type, the csi reference signals (csi-rs) is the type of
reference signals used in the context of this thesis.

3.5.1

Cell-Specific Reference Signals

The most basic reference signals in lte is the Cell-Specific Reference Signals (crs).
These are transmitted within each resource block and consists of predefined values inserted into specific ofdm symbols. Each cell uses different, up to a maximum of four, reference signals which are placed in each slot as well as each resource block, therefore covering the whole bandwidth. crs are used for coherent
demodulation in the older transmission modes, as input to the terminals’ csi calculations and as a basis for the cell-selection and handover decisions [3, p.152f].
The main structure of the crs is depicted in Figure 3.7, which shows one out of
six possible reference-symbol frequency shifts available. The values of each reference symbol in the constellation may vary depending on its position and cell [3,
p.154].

Figure 3.7: Single crs structure within resource block pair [3, Figure 10.9].
In the case of multiple antenna ports (two or four) the reference symbols for
the different ports are multiplexed in the frequency and/or the time domain.
More specifically, in the case of two antenna ports, the reference symbols for the
different ports are separated in frequency with a distance of three subcarriers. In
the case of four antenna ports, the first and second reference signals are the same
as the former case, and the third and fourth are transmitted in the second ofdm
symbol in each slot [3, p.155]. These two cases are showed in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Multiple crs structure. Two ports (left) and four ports (right) [3,
Figure 10.10].

3.5.2

Demodulation Reference Signals

Demodulation Reference Signals (dm-rs) are used in cases where crs is not used,
such as in transmission mode 7,8 and 9. Contrary to the crs, the dm-rs is
a terminal-specific reference signal and is therefore only positioned within resource blocks that correspond to its specific terminal. It is used for the channel
estimation that is needed for the non-codebook-based precoding, explained in detail
in Section 3.6.2 [3, p.156].
The dm-rs structure, when using two reference signals, is depicted in Figure 3.9. Contrary to crs, the dm-rs is not multiplexed in time or frequency,
but are instead sent in the same resource elements. This would logically lead to
interference between the two reference signals, but this is avoided by applying
orthogonal cover codes (occ) to the different signals, also illustrated in Figure 3.9.
There is also a possibility to apply different pseudo-random sequences to the reference signals, corresponding to different terminals in a mu-mimo constellation
[3, p.156f].

Figure 3.9: dm-rs structure in the case of one or two reference signals [3,
Figure 10.11].
In the case of more then two reference signals, the reference symbols are fre-
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quency multiplexed in groups of four, where the occ are applied to two pairs
of consecutive reference symbols, as shown in Figure 3.10 [3, p.157]. The exact
structure dm-rs, within a resource block, may change dynamically and depends
on the current transmission rank [3, p.158].

Figure 3.10: dm-rs structure in the case of more than two reference signals
[3, Figure 10.12].

3.5.3

CSI Reference Signals

The dm-rs, as described above, are used mainly for channel estimation. To acquire csi another reference signal is used, named csi-rs. These reference signals
were introduced in Release 10, to be used in transmission mode 9. The main
differences between the crs and csi-rs is that csi-rs has a flexible and lower
time/frequency density, which is possible since csi-rs only targets csi and not
channel estimation, as well as that the csi-rs are terminal specific [3, p.158f].
The csi-rs is the reference signal used to acquire csi in the context of this thesis.

Figure 3.11: csi-rs possible positions [3, Figure 10.13].
The csi-rs structure depends on both the amount of reference signals inside
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the cell and may also differ in between different cells. There are all together forty
different positions available, shown in Figure 3.11, and a subset of these positions
are used for the csi-rs transmissions. The csi-rs are generally made up of two
consecutive symbols where two reference signals are separated with the use of
two occ. In the case of more than two reference signals, they are frequency
multiplexed in pairs. When using only a single csi-rs, the same structure as for
two csi-rs is used, but with only one of the two occ applied [3, p.159f].
As mentioned above, the csi-rs has a lower time domain density than crs.
The minimum period between csi-rs transmission is 5 ms and the maximum is
80 ms [3, p.160]. The minimum period, every fifth subframe, is an extremely
important value for this thesis, since this value clearly restricts how often the csi,
or more definitely the cqi, is reported to the base station, which uses the cqi as
a main parameter for the Inner-Loop Link-Adaptation (illa), explained further in
Chapter 4. The exact resource block, in the time domain, where the csi-rs transmission should occur can be configured. In the frequency domain, the csi-rs is
transmitted in each resource block, covering the whole bandwidth [3, p.160].
The csi-rs transmission within a cell can also be muted, this can be used
when an ue wants to calculate the csi from neighbouring cells and also to reduce
the interference in these cells [3, p.161].

3.6

Multi-Antenna Techniques

Multi-antenna techniques can be used in various ways to improve the system
performance of most wireless communication systems. Multiple-antennas can
be applied on both transmitter and receiver side. lte can make use of several
kinds of multi-antenna techniques and this section will familiarize the reader
with the techniques present in today’s lte implementations, such as diversity,
beam-forming and spatial-multiplexing.

3.6.1

Diversity

Diversity can be applied on both the receiver side, as receive diversity, and the
transmitter side, as transmit diversity. When using diversity, the antennas should
have a low mutual-correlation, since diversity is a way of combating fading on the
radio channel. For receive diversity different types of combinations of received
signals can be used, such as Maximum-Ratio Combining (mrc) and Interference
Rejection Combination (irc) [3, p.60ff].
There are a couple of different approaches when using transmit diversity. The
approaches differ in how the signals is combined and mapped onto the different
antennas. Delay diversity, cyclic-delay diversity as well as Space-Time Transmit Diversity (sttd) and Space-Frequency Block Coding (sfbc) are different techniques
for transmit diversity [3, p.65ff]. sfbc is what is used in the transmit diversity
mode of lte [3, p.163].
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Beam-forming

Beam-forming is most relevant to this thesis. The beam-forming techniques this
thesis is based upon are not existent in current implementation and will be covered in a separate chapter, however, the basics as well as current lte implementation will be covered here.
Beam-forming is essentially a technique where multiple-antennas are used
to shape the overall antenna beam in a specific direction or to suppress certain
interfering signals, the former being applied in lte [3, p.60]. The beam is shaped
by applying different weights on the individual antennas [3, p.69].
Duplex Schemes Affect Beam-Forming

In the case of beam-forming, one have to distinguish between fdd and tdd. For
fdd, the uplink and downlink transmission are generally uncorrelated, since
they occur in different frequency bands. Thus, the ue typically takes care of
the channel estimation and then reports back the estimation to the base station
through the uplink. In lte and other implementations, the terminal actually calculates the set of applicable precoding vectors, called the precoder codebook, from
the channel estimation and reports this back directly [3, p.70].
In tdd, however, the uplink and downlink take place in the same frequency
band but in different time slots. Thus, the base station can, at least in theory,
calculate the instantaneous downlink fading from its own measurements on the
uplink transmissions and use this to determine the precoding vector . This, however, requires that the terminal is continuously transmitting, which might not be
the case [3, p.71].
Codebook-Based Precoding

Beam-forming techniques can generally be grouped into different types depending on how the knowledge of how to decide upon the antenna precoding is received. In codebook-based precoding, the modulation symbols are mapped onto NL
layers which are then mapped onto different antenna ports through the use of
the precoding functionality, as shown in Figure 3.12. In the case of lte, this precoding relies on cell specific reference signals for channel estimation and the lte
implementation also only allows for a maximum of four antenna ports [3, p.167].
The precoding matrix, W, consists of NP columns and NL rows where NP ≥
NL , and NL is the number of layers. Thus, one symbol from each layer is mapped
onto the different antenna ports according to:
t = W·s

(3.1)

Here, t is the antenna port vector with NP elements and s is the symbol vector
of size NL [3, p.166]. This follows the notation of Section 2.2.1, but with NL ≥ 1.
There are two major things to take note upon in the case of codebook-based
precoding. Firstly, as the name implies, there is a finite set of precoder matrices
that can be used, again referred to as the fixed codebook. Secondly, as can be seen
in Figure 3.12, the reference symbols are applied after the precoding. Therefore,
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Figure 3.12: lte codebook-based antenna precoding [3, Figure 10.17].

in order to process the signal, the applied precoding matrix of the transmitted signal must be known by the terminal [3, p.166f]. This is an important aspect to take
notice of when drawing a comparison to the other type of precoding, described
in the next subsection.
Codebook-based precoding is itself divided into two subgroups. In the first
subgroup, closed-loop operation, the network selects the precoder matrix based on
the terminal’s estimation. The ue measures the channel based on the transmitted
crs and decides on what ri and pmi to feed back to the base station. These are,
however, only indications and the base station can therefore choose other rank
and precoder-matrix than recommended by the ue. Since the fixed codebook is
clearly defined, the pmi only needs to be in the form of an index [3, p.167].
In the second subgroup, open-loop operation, instead of relying on feedback
from the ue, the base station instead chooses the precoder matrices in a predefined order, known by the terminal. This can, for instance, be used in situations where the ue is moving fast resulting in high pmi latency. Also, the precoder matrices for open-loop operation are chosen in such a way that the channel
conditions for the different layers are evened out [3, p.168f].
Non-Codebook-Based Precoding

The biggest difference between non-codebook-based precoding and codebook-based
precoding is that the reference signals are added before the precoding, as seen in
Figure 3.13. Thus, the reference signals are also precoded, allowing the ue to
demodulate and recover the transmitted signals. This implies, that the terminal
does not need any explicit knowledge about the precoder that is used on the transmitter side. Therefore, there is no need for a codebook, since the only information
the terminal need to demodulate the signals is the number of layers used in the
transmission, also referred to as transmission rank. However, even though there is
no need for a specified codebook, in practice a codebook is used for the terminals’
pmi reporting, but not for the actual downlink transmission [3, p.169f].
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Figure 3.13: lte non-codebook-based antenna precoding [3, Figure 10.19].

The pmi reporting is used in the fdd case, and for tdd an alternative is implemented since the channel then can be measured by the base station from the
uplink transmission.
The terminal’s calculation of the pmi is very similar in the two precoding
types. There is, however, a difference in which type of reference signals the calculation is based upon. Instead of crs, the non-codebook-based precoding, depend
on dm-rs for transmission mode 7 and 8 and csi-rs for transmission mode 9 [3,
p.170].

3.6.3

Spatial Multiplexing

One other usage of multiple receive- and transmit-antennas is spatial multiplexing,
which allows for high data rates in situations of high sinr. In spatial multiplexing one creates NL number of parallel channels allowing for more data to flow
at the same time. NL is limited by NL ≤ min{NT , NR }. Spatial multiplexing is
only applicable to cases with high snr, since the signal energy is split among the
different channels [3, p.72].

3.7

Retransmission Scheme

Almost all wireless communication techniques are subject to errors when transmitting over wireless channels. Two classical ways of dealing with these errors
are applying Forward Error Correction (fec) and Automatic Repeat Request (arq).
fec is generally applied to be able to deal with errors caused by, for instance, receiver noise and instantaneous variations in interference and thus, fec is used in
most wireless communication systems. fec basically computes parity bits from
the information bits and adds them to the signal which is to be transmitted, consequently, adding redundancy to the signal [3, p.89f].
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arq is another way of combating these errors. arq is, instead of fec, based
on error-detection codes, for instance a Cyclic Redundancy Check (crc). These
codes are used to check if there are any errors in the received packets. If there
are no errors, the packet is declared to be error free, on which the transmitter is
notified on by transmitting an acknowledgement (ack) from the receiver. If there
instead are errors in the packet it is discarded and the transmitter is notified by
sending a negative acknowledgement (nak). Upon receiving a nak the transmitter
schedules a retransmission of the same packet [3, p.90].
Generally, most communication systems of today uses hybrid arq (harq),
which is a combination of the two techniques described above. In a harq you
use fec to correct a subset of the errors in the received packet and then use error
detection to detect errors that the fec did not manage to correct. If the packet is
then detected to be erroneous, it is discarded and a nak is sent to force a retransmission. In lte, and most other wireless communications systems, the harq
uses Turbo codes for error correction and crc codes for error detection [3, p.90].

3.7.1

Hybrid ARQ with Soft Combining

The hybrid arq of lte is an essential part of the lte link-adaptation algorithm,
which is made clearer in Chapter 4. lte uses a special version of hybrid arq
called hybrid arq with soft combining. It differs from the general version mainly
in what is done with the erroneous packets and what data that is sent in the
retransmissions. In a general harq, as described in the previous section, erroneously received packets are discarded and the retransmitted packets are exact
copies of the originally sent packets. This is non-optimal, simply because the discarded packets still contain information. This information is utilized in hybrid
arq with soft combining, by saving the erroneous packets in a buffer, so that
they later can be combined with the retransmitted packets to create a more reliable packet. The receiver then decodes the combined packet, and if it still fails a
nak is transmitted and another retransmission is scheduled [3, p.90].
Retransmitting exact copies of the previously sent packets is referred to as
Chase combining. In Chase combining the receiver uses maximum-ratio combining to combine each of the received packets bit for bit and feeds the combined
packet to the decoder. This can be seen as a form of repetition coding since no
new redundancy is added in the retransmissions, but instead, the snr of the combined packet is increased in each retransmission [3, p.91].
Instead of Chase combining lte uses incremental redundancy (ir), which has
been shown to perform better than Chase combing, especially in cases with initially high code rates [3, p.92]. ir is different from Chase combining in that each
retransmission does not have to be an exact copy of the original packet. Generally, each retransmission instead uses different sets of coded bits in comparison
to earlier transmission attempts. In this way the code rate of the combined packet
is decreased for each retransmission. This also results in that the retransmissions
can shift in packet size and the modulation scheme can, thus, be different between each retransmission [3, p.91].
ir generally uses low-rate codes. The encoder output are then punctured to
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Figure 3.14: Incremental redundancy example [3, Figure 6.6].
create different redundancy versions. This means that in the first transmission
generally include only a small number of coded bits, leading to a transmission
with a rather high code rate. Different redundancy bits are then transmitted in
the consecutive retransmissions so that the code rate of the receiver’s combined
packet is lowered in each iteration[3, p.92]. An example of this is depicted in
Figure 3.14.
It should be mentioned that for certain code structures, different redundancy
versions is of different importance to the decoder, which is also the case for Turbo
codes. In Turbo codes, the so called systematic bits are more important than the
parity bits, and thus, the systematic bits are always included in the first transmission [3, p.93].
Hybrid arq with soft combining can be referred to as implicit link-adaptation.
Since the data rates of the combined codewords are implicitly reduced with each
retransmission. This can be superior to explicit link-adaptation when it comes
to user throughput since the redundancy is, essentially, only added when it is
needed. However, from a delay perspective, using only implicit link-adaptation
may not be acceptable [3, p.93].

3.7.2

LTE Radio-Interface Implementation

lte’s implementation of the hybrid arq is divided between the mac and phy
layer, where the former takes care of the harq and the latter takes care of the
soft combining. The harq is of course not applicable to all transmission types
but is used in dl-sch and ul-sch.
The hybrid arq is implemented through several stop-and-wait processes, were
each process handles a certain transport block at a time, as in Figure 3.15. When
a transport block is received the receiver tries to decode it. The transmitter is
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Figure 3.15: Hybrid arq with multiple parallel processes [3, Figure 8.12].
then notified about the result of the decoding by a single bit signalling an ack or
a nak. The actual timing of the received ack or nak is what tells to the receiver
which process the ack or nak correspond to. From the figure one can see that it
is fully possible that the hybrid arq delivers the transport blocks out of sequence.
However, this is fixed by the rlc protocol, which ensures in sequence delivery [3,
p.121f].
The downlink and uplink retransmission differs in the fact that the downlink
retransmissions are asynchronous while the uplink retransmissions are not. This
means that the downlink retransmissions can occur at any time after the initial
transmission while in the uplink, the retransmissions occur at predefined time
intervals after the initial transmission [3, p.122].
As noted in Section 3.1.3 and Figure 3.3, the rlc is also able to request retransmissions. The hybrid arq of the mac and phy layers described above is
able to correct errors from the transmission channels at a fast tempo. However,
the rlc arq is needed, since in cases of, for example, tcp connections, the errors
in the feedback makes the residual error rate of the hybrid arq too high for a
good performance. The rlc arq almost ensures that its output data is error-free
but works slower than the hybrid arq. The combination of the two retransmission schemes does, however, provide small round-trip-time as well as reliable
data delivery [3, p.122f].

4

Link-Adaptation

As mentioned in Chapter 2, mobile communication systems generally have to
deal with rapid changes in the instantaneous radio channel environment. These
variations have to be taken into consideration and should, if possible, be exploited by the communication system. There are several different ways one could
deal with these variations, one of which is link-adaptation. Link-adaptation adjust the communication parameters of the system to better fit the instantaneous
radio environment between the base station and the terminal.

4.1

Power and Rate Control

Both wcdma and cdma 2000 used something called dynamic transmit-power control. This is a means of battling the instantaneous variations in the conditions of
the wireless channel. What the dynamic power control aims to do, is to keep a
close to constant snr at the receiver. This is achieved by dynamically changing
the transmitted signal power to compensate for the channel condition variations.
This means that the transmitted power is higher for bad channel conditions and
lower for good channel conditions. Keeping the received snr close to constant,
it is possible to transmit data without a large error probability, with a close to
constant data rate [3, p.80].
On the other hand, with packet-data traffic, such as lte, the need for constant
data rate is not very large. The traffic data rate for the users, should instead
always be, simply put, as large as possible. In these cases dynamic rate control is
instead more applicable. Even for data rate applications that need a somewhat
constant data rate, such as voice and video, short-term variations in the data rate
is not usually an issue, assuming a rather constant average data rate, over some
relatively short interval of time. In comparison to the transmit-power control,
dynamic rate control instead dynamically changes the data rate to combat the
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instantaneous changes in the radio-link channel conditions. This means, that
higher data rate is used when the radio-link channel conditions are good and
lower data rates are used when the same conditions are bad. Thus, the dynamic
rate-control mechanism maintains the received snr at a somewhat constant level
by changing the data rate instead of the transmitted power. Another advantage
with the dynamic rate control is that the transmitter is always transmitting at
constant power. Thus, enabling efficient utilization of the transmitter’s power
amplifier, while in the case of dynamic power-control, the power amplifier is
utilized less efficiently.
In lte and other communication standards, the data rate is in practice controlled by changing the modulation scheme and/or the channel coding rate. More
specifically for lte, 16-qam or 64-qam and high code rate is used when the
signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver is high while using qpsk and low code rate
when the radio-link conditions are poor. In consequence, this type of link-adaptation
is often referred to as Adaptive Modulation and Coding (amc)[3, p.81]

4.2

Inner- and Outer-Loop Link-Adaptation

The lte link-adaptation algorithm assumed in this thesis is in accordance with
the basic algorithm described in [1]. The lte link-adaptation consists of two
feedback loops called the inner-loop link-adaptation (illa) and the outer-loop linkadaptation (olla), which consists of different feedback measures, and used to
generate the base station Modulation and Coding Scheme (mcs) decision.
The feedback measure of the illa is the cqi, described earlier in Section 3.4.3.
The cqi is the main value that constitutes the lte la algorithm, and a new cqi
value can be received at most every 5 ms, since this is maximum time density
of the csi reference signals used for the ues’ cqi estimations. As mentioned
earlier, the cqi value gives an indication of the highest mcs that can be used for
transmissions, giving at most a bler of 10%.
However, the inner-loop link-adaptation does not always provide a perfect
adaptation to the instantaneous radio-link environment. Hence, the outer-loop
link-adaptation is needed as well. The lte olla is constituted by the harq
feedback from the ue, which in itself consists acks and naks, according to Section 3.7. The outer-loop link-adaptation adds an offset, β, that is added to the
sinr value given by the illa. Thus, the base station’s sinr estimation, or mcs
decision, is in each tti given by
SNRest = c + βi

(4.1)

where c is the last received cqi value, and i is the current time index.
The olla offset is dynamically changed by adding or subtracting to the offset, depending on if the base station has received an ack or a nak respectively.
Thus, β is changed in each tti that harq feedback is received by the base station,
according to
βi = βi−1 + ∆i

(4.2)

4.3
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For a specific implementation, ∆i can take two values, ∆ack > 0 and ∆nak <
0 corresponding to received ack or nak respectively. The ratio between ∆ack
and ∆nak depend on the goal average bler, since the average bler converges
according to
BLERavg =

1
1 − ∆nak /∆ack

(4.3)

and thus, to achieve a 10% bler, ∆nak is chosen as ∆nak = −9∆ack .

4.3

Feedback Delay Consequences

One major factor that makes any link-adaptation algorithm harder to perform
is the feedback delay. In this thesis, the feedback delay refers to the difference
in time between the point of a base station transmission and the point in time in
which the ue feedback from that transmission can be used by the base station, e.g.
the time difference between the tti in which a csi-rs is transmitted from the base
station and the tti where the cqi based on that csi-rs has been received at the
base station and can be used. How severe problems the feedback delay creates
for the link-adaptation algorithm depends on how static the channel is. For a
close to static channel, that does not change significantly during the transmission
point in time to the receiving point of corresponding feedback measure, the delay
does not create as many problems as if the channel changes significantly. The
minimum feedback delay for both cqi reports and harq feedback used in this
thesis is 5 ms. The problems of the delay is also very visible in the example
studied during the prestudy in Chapter 6.

5

Differential Beam-Forming

Differential Beam-Forming is a relatively new beam-forming technique developed at Ericsson Research. dbf was firstly introduced as a one-dimensional beamforming technique but was extended into two dimensions by Fredrik Stenmark
in [7]. However, only the one-dimensional implementation has been used in the
context of this thesis and is, thus, the focus of this chapter.

5.1

General Description

The main attributes of dbf is that it is a dynamical beam-forming technique, in
the sense that the beam-widths are changed in a dynamic and iterative way. The
algorithm is designed for single-layer downlink transmissions in an lte framework. The downlink restrictions mainly originate from the fact that a ue generally only has one or two antennas, which is non-sufficient for dbf transmissions.
In the lte beam-forming techniques, described in section Section 3.6.2, the number of antenna ports is increased when the beam is narrowed. However, in dbf,
the number of antenna ports is constant while the port-to-antenna mapping is
changed when changing beam-width [7, p.39f].
To understand why dbf is an attractive algorithm technique one have to look
at the beam-forming problems in existing lte systems, namely transmission modes
7, 8, and most considerably transmission mode 9, as it comes closest to the dbf
implementation. The main lte beam-forming problem is the trade-off between
sufficient channel estimation and low signalling overhead, which is the case for
fdd systems where reciprocity is inapplicable. The channel estimation problems
are correlated with the the width of the beams, since narrower beams also have
a greater risk of missing the ue. Upon missing the terminal, the beam-forming
gains are lost, since the signal power is not directed towards the ue, resulting in
throughput loss. This means that as the width of the beam becomes narrower,
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the need for accurate channel estimations increases. This can be dealt with by
increasing the density of the channel estimations in the time-domain. However,
this increases the transmission overhead, as csi feedback has to be transmitted
more often, resulting in the above mentioned trade-off [7, p.39]. dbf combats this
problem by changing the beam-width iteratively using very low overhead in the
feedback loop. The ue feedback consists of a fixed amount of bits and indicates
beam-forming direction as well as whether the base station should further narrow or widen the beam. During the beam-forming procedure, it will most likely
reach states where there is no need to further narrow the beam, where it might be
more feasible to instead widen the beam or to continue on the same setup as in
the prior iteration. This all depends on the varying channel conditions between
the base station and the ue [7, p.40].

5.2

DBF Feedback Loop

The dbf feedback loop is in many aspects similar to that of the non-codebookbased precoding described in Section 3.6.2. dbf also makes use of csi-rs to acquire csi and dm-rs for downlink channel estimation. As explained earlier, the
dm-rs is applied before the precoding and thus, there is no knowledge of the
precoder at the ue. This also means that the density of the csi reports is at most
one report every 5 millisecond, which is an essential limitation to this thesis [7,
p.41].
The csi reports from the terminal consists of cqi, pmi and ri. The pmi is, as
in non-codebook-based precoding, chosen from a fixed codebook Cf , resulting in
a fixed number of bits for the pmi reporting. However, how the reported pmi is
used differs in dbf, where the received pmi W ∈ Cf is iteratively combined with
the old beam-vector to create a new beam-vector b ∈ Cv , where Cv is the virtual
codebook. This beam-vector is then used for the next downlink transmission [7,
p.40]. This procedure results in the beams being directed towards the ue.
Furthermore, the ue also reports if the beam-width should be sharpened,
widened or remain at the same width, in the next iteration. The beam-width can
be referred to as the current zoom level and accordingly zooming in and zooming
out refers to sharpening respectively widening the beam-width [7, p.41].

5.3

Port-to-Antenna Mapping

As mentioned earlier, the number of antenna ports in dbf is kept constant while
the port-to-antenna mapping is changed during its iterative procedure. The portto-antenna mapping described here is for the one-dimensional case with a linear
antenna-array as described in Chapter 2. However, the iterative port-to-antenna
mapping procedure essentially follow the same behaviour in the two-dimensional
case [7, p.50].
The dbf algorithm has been developed for NP = 2 antenna ports, which is
therefore assumed in the following description. In the case of a zoom-in or a
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zoom-out the procedure of changing the port-to-antenna mapping is described
below, and is further explained in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Port-to-antenna mappings for different zoom levels [7, Figure
5.2].
• Zoom-in: If the ue sends an indication that the beam should be sharpened,
and the beam is not already in its most narrow state, the beam is sharpened
by assigning the already active antennas to the first antenna port and assigning an equal amount of currently inactive antennas to the second port
[7, p.42].
• Zoom-out: If the ue sends an indication that the beam should be widened,
and the beam is not already in its widest state, the beam is widened by
deactivating the second port’s antennas and assigning half of the first port’s
antennas to the second port, the exact opposite of the zoom-in procedure
[7, p.42].
Thus, the number of active antenna elements is doubled in the case of a zoomin and halved in the case of a zoom-out. This means that the two antenna patterns are always symmetrical, and are separated by half a wavelength, the interantenna distance of dbf [7, p.42].

5.4

Applying PMI and Beam-Vector Creation

The newly received pmi is applied to the antenna ports in a multiplicative fashion. The old precoder is stored in the port-to-antenna mapping matrix F, and the
new beam-vector b is created by multiplying the received pmi to F according to
b = FW. Each precoder W consists of the weights of the two antenna ports as in
W = (W1 , W2 )T . Since, only the relative difference in phase shift between the two
weights is interesting there is never any phase shift applied to the first port, P1 ,
and thus, W1 = 1. Consequently, the phase shift is instead applied to the second
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port, P2 . One can therefore think of a zoom-in as copying the weights of the already active antennas to the antennas next to them, and applying the phase shift
of P2 , to these newly activated antennas. Thus, the information that is needed to
be communicated from the terminal to the base station is the relative phase shift
between the two antenna ports. This information is essentially included in the
pmi by choosing one of the precoders in Cf [7, p.42f].
The port-to-antenna mapping matrix Fz = (p1,z , p2,z ) consists of two port vectors, where index z is, from now on, used to indicate the zoom level. This notation
is introduced to easily compare with Figure 5.1. For a specific zoom level z, the
beam-vector can be expressed as

1 
bz = Fz Wi = √ p1,z , p2,z
2

1
e jφi

!


1 
= √ bz−1 , b0z−1
2

1
e jφi

!
(5.1)

where i = {0, 1, . . . , |Cf | − 1} and b0z−1 is the shifted copy of bz−1 . As an example,
this would mean that

p1,1 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

p2,1 = 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0
0

T
T

The starting beam-vector, b0 , would be of size NT and consist of only zeros
except for the first element which is initially one. This vector is however, only
used for the initial starting transmission. How the beam-vectors are dynamically
and iteratively built up in the dbf procedure, is further explained in the example
in the last section of this chapter.
In the case of a zoom-in, all the beams of the zoomed-in version have a direction which is inside the width of the beam from which they are zoomed-in, conceptualized in Figure 5.2. You can therefore also view the zoom-in as a division of
the former beam into smaller and stronger beams [7, p.44]. In the indexing of bi,z
in the figure, i comes from the pmi reported precoder Wi ∈ Cf that is reported
in the csi report and applied to the lower level beam-vector bz−1 . In the figure
|Cf | = 4, which is small enough to fit in a figure. However, for the simulations
done within this thesis |Cf | = 8.
This means that the cardinality of the virtual codebook Cv , that is used for
transmission, depend on both the cardinality of Cf as well as the number of
antenna elements NT . However, all the different beams included in the virtual
codebook cannot be chosen in each iteration, since the possible choices of beams
depend on the beams chosen at lower zoom levels. Depending on the dbf setup,
some of these beams might be considered forbidden and would therefore be unused, and the reasoning behind this is described in the following section.

5.4.1

Forbidden PMI

In Figure 5.2 one can note that one of the beams, b2,z creates a symmetric beam
forming pattern. For this beam-forming vector, there is no distinct main lobe,
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Figure 5.2: Example of higher zoom level beams directed inside the previous
zoom level beam, for the case of |Cf | = 4.

since the two beams are symmetric and of equal size. Thus, the pmi corresponding to this beam-vector, W2 in this case, is not desirable from a beam-forming
perspective, and consequently, dbf defines this as a forbidden pmi [7, p.45].
There are several reasons to why beams with distinctive second lobes could
be disadvantageous. Firstly, concentrating a lot of signal energy in the second
lobe would increase interference, since a major part of the signal energy is not
directed towards the intended ue. Secondly, since the second lobe of a forbidden
pmi takes up a major part of the signal energy, this means that the signal energy
of the main lobe is weaker compared to other pmis [7, p.45]. Thirdly, if the second
lobe is large, there is a risk of the terminal being tracked by the second lobe, in
consequence of the second lobe achieving higher sinr than its underlying zoom
level. In this case, it would probably be better to use another underlying zoom
level to zoom-in from and, by doing so, reaching higher and more optimal sinr.
Thus, having second lobes that achieves higher sinr than their underlying zoom
levels is disadvantageous since this might force the dbf algorithm to be stuck in
a suboptimal position.
If the base station receives a forbidden pmi, this pmi is only used for the data
transmission until next feedback iteration. The forbidden pmi is not used for the
reference signals constituting future zoom levels. What this means will be more
thoroughly discussed in the next section.
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Realization

dbf has been realized in the Ericsson simulators by using two parallel csi processes corresponding to two different zoom levels. Each of these two processes
belongs to a single feedback loop. Zoom-in, zoom-out and doing nothing is then
decided upon by comparing the feedback from the two csi processes. The procedure built up by these two processes can be referred to as a dbf procedure. Moreover, there can be several dbf procedures in each base station, each procedure
connected to a specific ue. Thus, each ue has its own two csi processes with corresponding csi reports. Since each csi process uses two antenna ports, one dbf
procedure uses four antenna ports. Note that the parameter values used to report
pmi are the same for the two csi processes, as they use the same fixed codebook
Cf and the same array size [7, p.45]. The rest of this section will now consider a
single dbf procedure and its respective ue.
As mentioned earlier, the two csi processes correspond to two adjacent zoom
levels, z and z + 1, and thus, data can be transmitted by creating a beam using
the pmi and the existing beam-form of the csi process reporting the highest sinr,
which is the csi process reporting the best cqi. Thus, in each iteration where the
feedback from the two processes are received, a decision is made upon which of
the two csi processes to use to create the next transmission beam until the next
received feedback, as well as on which beams that should be used for the next two
reference signals. If the highest zoom level is not yet reached, and the csi process
corresponding to the highest zoom level reports the best cqi, the next reference
signals are zoomed in by zooming in the lower level csi process from the higher
level process and keeping the other, better, reference signal as it is. On the other
hand, if the lower zoom level csi process reports the highest sinr, and the lowest
zoom level is not yet reached, the next reference signals is created by zooming
out the higher zoom level csi process from the lower zoom level process. If the
channel conditions are constant, the procedure will reach a steady state, that is,
the beam-forming constellation achieving the best possible sinr. If the channel
conditions then change, so does the steady state [7, p.46].
In the case of reception of a forbidden pmi corresponding to the best cqi
value, there is an important distinction that must be made. If the base station
receives such a pmi, this may be used for the downlink data transmission until
reception of the feedback corresponding to the next iteration, since this pmi correspond to the best beam that is currently known. However, the forbidden pmi
will not be used to beam-form the next csi processes. Following the reasoning in
Section 5.4.1, a forbidden pmi indicates that the ue is so far on the sides of the
lower zoom level lobe, that a zoom-out should be performed to correct the underlying lobe’s direction. Thus, following the reception of a forbidden pmi, the csi
processes are zoomed-out in the same way as if the lower zoom level csi process
would have received the best cqi.
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5.5.1

DBF Example

To be able to easier grasp the concept of dbf, here will follow an example of a dbf
procedure with its initial setup and three feedback iterations. The setup for this
example is with NT = 8 antennas, leading to a maximum zoom level of NZ = 3.
The notation will follow earlier expressions with some additions, using reported
pmis Wk , leading to a phase shift φk , where k stands for the k:th feedback iteration. For each feedback iteration the information that will be stated is the
reported pmi and phase shift, the beam-vector used for the following transmissions bT ,z , and the beam-vectors used for the reference signalling corresponding
to the two csi processes csi-a and csi-b, bA,z and bB,z , where the index z stands
for the beam-vectors’ current zoom level.
The first reference signal vectors and transmission vectors in the setup phase,
feedback iteration k = 0, is given by Equation (5.2). Here you see that only the
csi-a is used from the beginning, since no pmi information has yet been received,
and consequently no zoom-in direction is given.


bT ,0 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

bA,0 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
bB,0

0
0

T
T

(5.2)

Inactive

In the first real iteration, k = 1, a pmi is received, yielding the configuration
in Equation (5.3). As a zoom-in is indicated csi-b is zoomed-in from csi-a. The
transmission beam-vector bT ,1 is a zoomed in version of bA,0 using the pmi reported by csi-a, since csi-a reported the (only) best cqi.

Best reported cqi: csi-a
Received: W1 → φ1
T
1 
bT ,1 = √ 1 e jφ1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2

T
bA,0 = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T
1 
bB,1 = √ 1 e jφ1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2

(5.3)

In the second iteration, k = 2, once again a zoom-in is indicated, since csi-b
reports the best cqi. The configuration is showed in Equation (5.4). The transmission beam-vector bT ,2 is a zoomed in version of bB,1 using the pmi reported
by csi-b, since csi-b reported the best cqi. bT ,2 is, thus, currently the best known
beam.
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Best reported cqi: csi-b
Received: W2 → φ2
1 
bT ,2 = √ 1 e jφ1 e jφ2 e j(φ1 +φ2 ) 0 0 0
4
1  jφ jφ j(φ +φ )
bA,2 = √ 1 e 1 e 2 e 1 2 0 0 0
4
T
1  jφ1
bB,1 = √ 1 e
00000 0
2

T
0
0

T

(5.4)

In the third iteration, k = 3, once again a zoom-in is indicated, since csi-a
reports the best cqi. The configuration is showed in Equation (5.5).
Best reported cqi: csi-a
Received: W3 → φ3
T
1 
bT ,3 = √ 1 e jφ1 e jφ2 e j(φ1 +φ2 ) e jφ3 e j(φ1 +φ3 ) e j(φ2 +φ3 ) e j(φ1 +φ2 +φ3 )
8
T
1  jφ jφ j(φ +φ )
bA,2 = √ 1 e 1 e 2 e 1 2 0 0 0 0
4
1  jφ jφ j(φ +φ ) jφ j(φ +φ ) j(φ +φ ) j(φ +φ +φ ) T
bB,3 = √ 1 e 1 e 2 e 1 2 e 3 e 1 3 e 2 3 e 1 2 3
8

(5.5)

In iteration four, k = 4, a zoom-out is indicated since the csi-a reports a
better cqi than cqi-b. Thus, csi-b is zoomed-out from csi-a as indicated by
Equation (5.6). Here, the transmission beam-vector bT ,3 is a zoomed in version
of bA,2 using the pmi reported by csi-a, since csi-a reported the best cqi. bT ,3 is,
thus, currently the best known beam.
Best reported cqi: csi-a
Received: W4 → φ4
T
1 
bT ,3 = √ 1 e jφ1 e jφ2 e j(φ1 +φ2 ) e jφ4 e j(φ1 +φ4 ) e j(φ2 +φ4 ) e j(φ1 +φ2 +φ4 )
8
T
1  jφ jφ j(φ +φ )
bA,2 = √ 1 e 1 e 2 e 1 2 0 0 0 0
4
T
1  jφ1
bB,1 = √ 1 e
000000
2

(5.6)

This example gives insight of the iterative process of the dbf procedure, showing both zoom-in and zoom-out scenarios. Hopefully, this is enough to understand the descriptions stated earlier in the chapter.
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Investigation Method

The investigation done through out this thesis is divided into two parts, first an
introductory prestudy and then the actual algorithm design together with implementation and simulation of said link-adaptation algorithms. The prestudy was
done during the first few weeks of the thesis work and was related to understand
the main problems beam-forming may cause to the link-adaptation. During the
algorithm design and implementation part a couple of different algorithms were
implemented, which will be presented in this chapter.

6.1

Prestudy

The initial prestudy’s goal was to visualize and give an understanding of the basic challenges that beam-forming causes to the link-adaptation. This was done
by firstly reading up on the basic link-adaptation techniques used in lte today,
which were described in earlier chapters. Secondly, a basic link-adaptation algorithm was implemented and simulated in MatLab. These simulations were done
for a single ue scenario, where the downlink sinr were the main input parameter,
so that the link-adaptation response for a certain downlink sinr scenario could
be visualized and studied. The initial prestudy was only implemented with two
zoom levels for the sake of simplicity and can be seen in Figure 6.1.
In Figure 6.1, the two blue graphs represent the received sinr of two different
zoom level signals, thus, they describe the downlink channel conditions for the
different zoom levels. These graphs are supposed to represent a scenario where
the higher zoom level, the solid blue line, is continuously hitting and missing
the ue, while the lower zoom level is constantly hitting the ue. Thus, the higher
zoom level is optimal to use for downlink transmission when it is hitting the ue
while the lower level should be used otherwise. The red line represents the actual
downlink configuration that is used in the base station for each tti. Which zoom
47
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Figure 6.1: Prestudy simulation of classic link-adaptation in a two zoom
level, single ue scenario. This scenario simulates a worst-case scenario when
using two different zoom levels, where the higher zoom level constantly hits
and misses the target ue while the lower zoom level constantly hits the ue.
As a consequence the backoff increases with time, generating a lot of unused
resources, especially when transmitting on the wider zoom level.

level that is used is indicated by the solid or dashed state of the line. Here we see
that the red line uses the zoom level, that is indicated by the best received cqi
value, also depicted in the figure. The harq feedback from the ue is plotted by
only showing the nak feedback. This means that for ttis with no nak, an ack
can be assumed. To increase the understandability of how the harq feedback
affects the backoff, both the time of the feedback generation as well as the base
station’s reception of the feedback has been plotted. This figure can be viewed
as a worst-case scenario for the cooperation between the link-adaptation and the
beam-forming algorithm. Since the higher zoom level is constantly hitting and
missing, and the cqi reports are time delayed by 5 ttis, the base station is constantly choosing the wrong zoom level. These wrong choices of zoom level are,
however, not the exact problem this thesis is supposed to investigate. The problem related to this thesis is, however, also depicted in this picture. Due to the
amount of naks that are generated when the base station is sending with high
mcs on the higher zoom level, seen as high estimated sinr of the red line, when
this zoom level is missing the ue, a big backoff is created during the time of the
simulation. This backoff is then used on both zoom levels, thus decreasing the
mcs also when using the lower zoom level and hence missing the fact that variations of the higher zoom level have little correlation the lower zoom level. This
leads to the fact that in all ttis where the lower zoom level is used for downlink
transmission, there is a lot of unused resources, which can be viewed as the space
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between the two dashed lines.
From this example one could draw the conclusion that, given that the different
zoom levels have different properties such as variance, it might be advantageous
to use a link-adaptation algorithm that takes the current zoom level into consideration, hence the title "Beam-Forming-Aware Link-Adaptation".
Due to the above considerations, a second basic simulation was also done
during the prestudy, and is depicted in Figure 6.2. In this simulation, the received ue sinr from the previous simulation was reused. However, the classic
link-adaptation algorithm used in the previous figure, was tweaked so that the
olla was zoom level dependent, meaning there is an individual olla for each
zoom level. This basically means that the backoff coefficient is individual to each
zoom level, such that the ack and nak feedback from the ue is only applied to
the backoff corresponding to the zoom level used when that ack or nak was generated. The consequences of this is quite clearly depicted in the figure, where one
can see that depending on the zoom level, the red curve is now better estimated
to fit the respective blue curves, and thus, less resources are wasted in the case
of the lower zoom level, and the higher zoom level is also better fitted to its blue
curve.
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Figure 6.2: Prestudy simulation of basic beam-forming-aware linkadaptation in a two zoom level, single ue scenario. The same worst-case
scenario presented earlier, but now with independent backoff for each zoom
level. Thus, less unused resources are generated since the transmitted signal
link-adapt to each zoom level independently.
Bear in mind that these results are based on a clear and basic worst-case scenario. However, the problem and basic solution shown in the two figures gave an
insight in how the basic algorithm design could look like and how this could be
implemented. The actual link-adaptation algorithms that was implemented and
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tested are thus described in the following section.

6.2

Algorithm Design

In this thesis the basic link-adaptation algorithm design together with three new
designs have been implemented and tested. The first basic link-adaptation algorithm was described in Chapter 4 and was mainly used as a baseline measurement for the other algorithms. Even though the basic link-adaptation algorithm
was described in Chapter 4, a short description will be given here as well, for a
clear comparison between the different algorithms.
The first of the three original algorithms that were designed was based on
the idea tested in the prestudy. That is, a classic link-adaptation but with zoom
level independent olla. The next two algorithms were decided upon after the
implementation and simulation of the two previous algorithms and will also be
described below. All four algorithms use the cqi and harq feedback from the ue
as input, however, they use this feedback in slightly different manners. The four
algorithms can be seen as two different algorithms, where both are implemented
unaware of the beam-forming and aware of the beam-forming. The latter will
from here on be referred to as Beam-Forming-Aware (bfa) algorithms.

6.2.1

Classic Link-Adaptation

The classic link-adaptation algorithm was described in Chapter 4. It uses the cqi
together with the harq feedback to, in each tti, make a mcs decision according
to Equation (4.1). Thus, the latest received cqi is used together with the relative
backoff generated by the received acks and naks. ∆ack and ∆nak are chosen in
relation to each other, according to Equation (4.3), where the exact values are
undefined and instead varied throughout the simulations. Worth to mention is
that there is also a maximum backoff defined such that βi ≤ βmax .

6.2.2

Classic Beam-Forming-Aware Link-Adaptation

The classic Beam-Forming-Aware Link-Adaptation, bfa la, is based upon the
zoom level dependent prestudy implementation presented earlier. It is designed
in accordance with the basic link-adaptation algorithm presented above, but with
the independent olla mentioned earlier. Thus, what differs from the basic linkadaptation algorithm is that there are now NZ = log2 NT different offset values
βz , that each are used for a specific zoom level z ∈ {1, . . . , NZ }. These offset values
are still calculated according to Equation (4.2), however, only when there are
received acks or naks for that specific zoom level z.
The mcs decision is then in each tti dependent on which zoom level the base
station is currently transmitting on. Thus, given it is currently sending on a zoom
level z, the mcs decision is done according to Equation (6.1).
SINRest = cz + βz,i

(6.1)
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where cz is the last received cqi for zoom level z. This algorithm also includes a
maximum backoff, as defined for the basic link-adaptation.

6.2.3

Throughput Estimation Link-Adaptation

The Throughput Estimation Link-Adaptation (tela) is less straight forward than
the classic approach. In this link-adaptation algorithm you first define a window
size, NW , in number of ttis, defining how far back in time the algorithm will take
the feedback information into consideration. In each tti this algorithm calculates
its mcs decision by looking at the feedback information, i.e. cqis and harq
feedback, from the last NW ttis.
The goal of the algorithm is to choose the current best mcs decision, given the
distribution of cqis, acks and naks during the current window. Thus, one want
to calculate an estimation of the actual throughput given a certain mcs value and
then maximize over all possible mcs values.
To be able to understand how this is estimated one first have do define three
sets of values. Firstly, the set Scqi consists of all received cqis during the current time window. Secondly, Sack consists of the mcs values of downlink transmissions corresponding to the received acks during the current time window.
Thirdly and correspondingly, Snak consist of the mcs values of the downlink
transmission corresponding to the received naks during the current time window. The throughput estimation for a given ηcur is then given by
P
Fscore (ηcur ) =

η∈Scqi ,
η≥ηcur

ηcur +

P
η∈Scqi ,
η<ηcur

P
η∈Scqi ,
η≥ηcur

Gharq (ηcur ) +
1+

P
η∈Scqi ,
η<ηcur

1+

P
η∈Sack ,
η≥ηcur

P

ηcur +

η∈Snak ,
η<ηcur

P

1+

η∈Sack ,
η≥ηcur

P

Gharq (ηcur )

1

=

η∈Snak ,
η<ηcur

ηcur × (Ncqi,get + Nack,get) + Gharq (ηcur ) × (Ncqi,lt + Nnak,let )
Ncqi,get + Ncqi,lt + Nack,get + Nnak,let
(6.2)
where,
Ncqi,get = |{η ∈ Scqi , η ≥ ηcur }|
Ncqi,lt = |{η ∈ Scqi , η < ηcur }|
Nack,get = |{η ∈ Sack , η ≥ ηcur }|
Nnak,let = |{η ∈ Snak , η ≤ ηcur }|
Here the acronyms get, let and lt stand for greater or equal than, less or equal than
and less than, respectively.
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The base station then chooses the mcs value ηbest which is given by maximizing Fscore (η) according to Equation (6.3).
ηbest = max Fscore (η)
η

(6.3)

The reasoning behind Equation (6.2) can be explained by going through the
list of cqis, acks and naks and for each value that say something about the probability of ηcur giving a successful transmission, calculating a temporary score.
The mean of these temporary scores are then used as an estimated throughput
for that ηcur . All cqi values in Scqi say something about the probability of successful transmission. More thoroughly, a cqi greater than or equal to ηcur would
indicate that ηcur would be successful and, thus, gives a temporary score of ηcur ,
while a cqi less than ηcur would indicate that ηcur would lead to an unsuccessful transmission and, thus, the temporary score is instead Gharq (ηcur ). Gharq (ηcur )
is a function that estimates how much work the harq of the system is able to
do. That is, if the transmission is unsuccessful, not all data is lost, assuming the
harq uses incremental redundancy, as referred to in Section 3.7.1. So assuming
that the mcs of the packet sent was given by ηcur and the transmission was unsuccessful, how much information can be assumed to actually have gotten through.
For the simulations in this thesis, described later in this chapter, only a very basic
estimation of the harq has been done.
For the values in Sack , only values that are greater than or equal to ηcur are
taken into consideration, giving a score of ηcur . The reasoning behind this is
that the values in Sack that are less than ηcur do not say anything regarding ηcur .
This is due to the fact that an ack for an mcs value lower than ηcur say little
about whether or not ηcur would lead to a successful transmission, and are therefore not taken into consideration. The reverse case is used in the case of the
Snak values. Here, a nak for an mcs value lower or equal to ηcur would indicate
that ηcur would lead to an unsuccessful transmission, giving a temporary score
of Gharq (ηcur ), while a nak for an mcs value greater than ηcur say little about
whether or not ηcur would lead to a successful transmission and are therefore not
taken into consideration.
In practice and implementation wise, this could be done by first creating a
mcs list M, a set consisting of a uniform distribution of NM mcs values stretching from the minimum cqi, cmin , to the maximum cqi, cmax , within the current
time window. Since, given the history of that time window a mcs value higher
than cmax would be to high and cause a nak response, while a mcs value lower
than cmin would have unused resources. Hence, those values would not be optimal. Thus, M = {η1 , . . . , ηNM }, where η1 = cmin and ηNM = cmax .
In each tti, the base station then creates M and calculates ηbest , in a similar
fashion to Equation (6.3), according to:
ηbest = max Fscore (ηi ),
ηi

∀ηi ∈ M
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Beam-Forming-Aware Throughput Estimation
Link-Adaptation

The relation between tela and beam-forming-aware throughput estimation linkadaptation, or bfa tela, is much like the difference between the two versions
of the classic link-adaptation described in Section 6.2.1 and Section 6.2.2. Here,
the Fscore function from Equation (6.2) is now instead dependent on the current
zoom level z, such that it instead calculates Fscore,z (ηcur ), using sets of cqis, acks
and naks that corresponds to this z only, i.e. Scqi,z , Sack,z and Snak,z . Thus, the
choice of ηscore,z now only depend on receiver feedback corresponding to z. In
accordance to the basic tela implementation, this algorithm work on a window
size NW . However, notice that all data within this window is not necessarily used
for the Fscore,z (ηcur ) calculation since it does not have to belong to z. Nonetheless,
there is always at least one cqi value belonging to z, i.e. the last received one.

6.3

Simulation

The simulation process used to evaluate the above algorithm designs has been
a combination of data collection from an internal Ericsson simulator, written in
c++, and link-adaptation simulation of that specific data in MatLab. The Ericsson simulator is used specifically for downlink physical layer simulation, and
is, in this thesis, mainly used to output data of downlink sinr curves and ue
cqi responses of the dbf csi processes. The Ericsson simulator is flexible and
has several parameters to tweak. However, the link-adaptation algorithm implementation was done in MatLab, and thus, those parameter values were specified
within MatLab. This section will present the simulation setup and parameter values used in both the data collection from the internal Ericsson simulator, as well
as the parameter values used in the link-adaptation simulation in MatLab. Firstly,
however, the limitations of these simulations will be presented.

6.3.1

Simulation Limitations

Due to the implementation of the simulators used within the context of these
thesis, as well as the time restriction of the actual thesis work, some limitations
is set for the simulations which the reader should be aware of.
• Within an actual communication system the performance of the link-adaptation process is intertwined with the performance of the harq, since the
harq determines how much performance is lost when a transmission is
unsuccessfull. The simulations run within this thesis, as will be described
later in this chapter, are run both with neglected harq and an estimated
harq. The estimation of the harq is here quite rough, as described in Section 6.2.3, since the implementation of a harq process within the MatLab
simulator would have been far too time consuming too fit within the time
span of this thesis. Thus, the simulations run with estimated harq should
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be seen as an indication to what could be achieved in a real communication
system.
• The results presented in the next chapter might be optimistic due to the fact
that the simulations have neglected that the mcs values used in a regular
lte system is quantized. Thus, sinr values within a certain interval are all
mapped to a certain mcs value and block size. Within these simulations,
this has been neglected and the sinr values have instead been mapped directly to the optimal mcs value, without any quantization done.
• As will be stated in the next section, the Ericsson simulator used for data
generation of ue receiver sinr curves, originating from dbf transmissions,
does not support mobility. Thus, this data correspond to ues that are stationary. This is a major limitation the reader need to be aware of, since the
mobility would have a big effect on the generated sinr curves.

6.3.2

Constant Parameters
Table 6.1: Constant parameter overview of Ericsson simulator.
Parameter

Value

Number of ues per simulation
Number of simulations
Total number of ues
Simulation duration
Traffic model
Scheduler
Carrier frequency
Carrier bandwidth
Number of cells
Cell layout
User location
ue movement
ue antenna height
Receiver type
Antenna type
bs transmit power
Beam-forming
Cf cardinality
cqi time density
Scenario
Inter-site distance
bs antenna height

171
20
3420
500 ttis
Full buffer
Round Robin
2 GHz
10 MHz
57
Hexagonal
Uniform Distribution
Stationary
1.5 m
Two receive antennas, mmse-filter
Directional
46 dBm
2-port dbf
8
5 ms
Rural macro
1732 m
35 m

Table 6.1 shows the parameter values in the Ericsson internal simulator that
are kept constant throughout the simulations. Thus, these parameters are the
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Table 6.2: Constant parameter overview of MatLab simulations.
Algorithm

Parameter

Value

All
Classic la/ Classic bfa la
Classic la/ Classic bfa la
Classic la/ Classic bfa la
Classic la/ Classic bfa la

Feedback delay
Maximum backoff, βmax
Target bler
∆nak /∆ack
mcs list cardinality, NM

5 ms
10 dB
10%
−9
20

same for all the data collected from the simulator. The first three entries in the
table address the size of the simulations, that is, for each setup there has been
20 simulations which differ in the spatial positions of the ues, giving the ues
different propagation conditions in the different simulations. In each simulation,
there was 171 ues, leading to a data collection of in total 3420 ues for 500 ttis
each.
The traffic model of the simulator is full buffer, which means that there is an
infinite amount of data bits waiting to be transmitted over the channel for each
ue. This means there are always data to be transferred to each ue in the simulation. However, the scheduler decides upon the division of the shared resources
available for the different users. The scheduler type is round-robin, which basically means that users take turns using the resources, by each user getting an
equal amount of time resources, however, round-robin does not take fading into
consideration. Thus, it is not fair in the sense that it does not provide each user
with the same transmission quality and, consequently, user throughput. The carrier frequency and carrier bandwidth of the simulator was set to 2 GHz and 10
MHz, respectively. The simulator is set up with a total of 57 cells, originating
from a 19-site hexagonal setup, where each site is constituted by three hexagonal
cells.
The ues in the simulations are stationary, since the Ericsson simulator used in
the context of this thesis does not support ue mobility. The ue antenna height is
set to 1.5 meters to simulate pedestrian type users. The ues are setup to have two
receive antennas which combine the signals using a mmse-filter, in accordance
with Section 2.2.2.
The signals sent from the base station has a total transmit power of 46 dBm.
The base station uses a two-port dbf setup as described in Chapter 5 with a precoder cardinality of 8, leading to a relative phase shift of π/4 between the precoders.
The scenario used in the Ericsson simulator is a rural macro scenario defined
by the International Telecommunication Unit (itu) and is more thoroughly defined
in [5]. In this scenario, there is an inter-site distance of 1732 m as well as a bs
antenna height of 35 m.
The constant parameters that were set for the specific algorithms in MatLab
are presented in Table 6.2. Here you firstly see that the feedback delay is assumed
to be 5 ms, i.e. cqi values as well as harq feedback are assumed to be able to be
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used at the bs 5 ms after they have been calculated at the ue. Continuing, both the
classic la algorithm and the classic bfa la algorithms are setup with a maximum
backoff, which means that βi from Equation (4.1) must follow |βi | ≤ βmax . The
∆nak /∆ack is also setup in accordance to Chapter 4 and Equation (4.3) with a
target bler of 10%. The tela algorithms are also set to have a mcs list cardinality
of 20, i.e. in each tti Fscore is maximized over 20 different η values. The reasoning
for using this value was due to higher values not giving a considerable change to
the results.

6.3.3

Variable Parameters and Data Sets
Table 6.3: Variable parameter overview of Ericsson simulator.
Parameter

Possible Values

bs antenna array-size

1 × 8, 1 × 32

Table 6.4: Different data sets used in the simulation.
Data Set

Description

All ues, NT = 8

All ues from the Ericsson simulation with bs antenna
array-size 1 × 8
All ues from the Ericsson simulation with bs antenna
array-size 1 × 32
A subset of all ues from the Ericsson simulation with
bs antenna array-size 1 × 8. These users have a lower
average sinr than the average user, as well as more
frequent shifts of zoom level.
A subset of all ues from the Ericsson simulation with
bs antenna array-size 1 × 8. These users have a lower
average sinr than the average user, as well as more
frequent shifts of zoom level.

All ues, NT = 32
Difficult ues, NT = 8

Difficult ues, NT = 32

As can be seen in Table 6.3, the Ericsson simulator has been run with two
different setups, varying in bs antenna array-size. One setup with 8 transmit
antennas and one with 32 antennas. From the two data sets generated by these
setups, four different data sets, described in Table 6.4, are used for the MatLab
simulations. These are the two original data sets, together with a subset of each
of the sets that include only the difficult ues. Difficult here means that these ues
have worse channel conditions than the average users, and in consequence have
lower average sinr as well as more frequent shifts of zoom levels. The reasoning
behind wanting to look at these users specifically is twofold. Firstly, due to the
fact, stated in Section 6.3.1, that the input data is generated without mobility, the
simulations will probably give pessimistic results for the beam-forming-aware
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algorithms. The users in the difficult ue data set have properties that, however,
partially resemble those of ues in a mobility scenario. That is, they have more
frequent shifts in zoom levels as well as greater variance within the zoom levels. Secondly, the users with bad channel conditions inherently take up a lot of
scheduling resources. Thus, if you can improve the transmissions for these specific users, it will free up a lot of resources for all users.
Table 6.5: Variable parameter overview of MatLab simulation.
Algorithm

Parameter/Function

Possible Values

All algorithms
Classic la Classic bfa la
tela/ bfa tela

Gharq (ηcur )
∆ack
NW

0 · ηcur , 0.5 · ηcur
[0.01, 0.50] dB
[5, 200] ttis

In Table 6.5 one can see the parameters or functions that has been varied in the
simulations. Firstly, there is a possibility to vary the harq estimation function,
described in Section 6.2.3. This function is used both in the tela and bfa tela
algorithms, as well as in the throughput calculations of the simulator, thus, it
effects all algorithms. The main point of this thesis, is to study the link-adaptation
algorithms specifically, thus, the harq has not been implemented within the
MatLab simulator, as this would have been a cumbersome and time-consuming
process. However, there might be an interest to see how the algorithms would
work together with a harq with incremental redundancy, since this is what is
used within lte.
Hence, simulations have been done both with the harq neglected, corresponding to the first option in Table 6.5, and with the harq estimated, corresponding to the second option. Using a factor of 0.5 · ηcur is, indeed, a very rough
estimation, but it originates from the fact that the case of harq retransmissions
with more than one retransmission is quite unusual, hence, most retransmission
processes are finished within one retransmission.
Additionally to comparing the different la algorithms to each other, the most
important parameter of the different algorithms has also been altered within the
simulations as also can be seen in Table 6.5. This means that for the two classic
la algorithms the size of ∆ack has been altered, and in consequence also ∆nak ,
and for the two tela algorithms this the window size NW has been altered.

7

Simulation Results

In this chapter, the results from simulations of the different algorithms described
in Chapter 6 are presented. These results will then be discussed and analyzed in
the next chapter. This chapter is divided into two main parts. The first part describes the simulation results of the parameter optimization simulations. These
are simulations done to see how the average user throughput differs for different values of algorithm input parameters, in this case ∆ack and NW as described
in Section 6.3.3. The second part then compares the average user throughput
of the three algorithms that were designed within this thesis, to the classic linkadaptation algorithm, for the different setups and data sets.

7.1

Parameter Setup

This section presents the simulations done for parameter setup of the different algorithms in the different setups. These are presented in the order of the different
algorithms, starting with the ∆ack parameter for the classic la and classic bfa la
algorithms, and then continuing with the NW parameter for tela and bfa tela
algorithms. Each of these two sets of algorithms are simulated both with different antenna setup and different harq estimation, described in Section 6.3.3. This
leads to a total of four plots for each of the two sets of algorithms. All of these
simulations were done by averaging the user throughput of all ues.
The vertical axis of these plots are referred to as normalized throughput. Normalized here means that the average user throughput values given in the plots
are ratios of what could possible be achieved with perfect channel knowledge
and has therefore no dimension. It should, thus, not be confused with the measure of efficiency/utilization of frequency and time resources with dimension
bits/Hz/s. This also means that one should not compare the absolute values of
the simulations with different antenna setup. The reason being that the ratios of
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the different antenna setups are quite close to each other, however, one should remember that due to the increase in transmit antennas in the 32 transmit antenna
case, the received signal strength of the ues in these simulations are evidently
much higher than the 8 transmit antenna case. Thus, the average user throughput achieved with perfect channel knowledge is also much higher.

7.1.1

Classic LA and Classic BFA LA

The parameter setup simulations of classic la and classic bfa la can be seen in
Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2, Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4. The two former figures are from
simulations done with the harq neglected, as in Gharq (ηcur ) = 0, and the two
latter are from simulations with estimated harq. Note that only the interesting
values of ∆ack are shown and not all values presented in Table 6.5.
In the two cases with neglected harq, Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2, one can see
that the classical la algorithm performs better for all values of ∆ack . In the case
with estimated harq, however, one can see that thebfa algorithm performs better than the classical la for larger values of ∆ack . For all the different simulation
setups, averaging over all users, one can see that the highest achieved average
user throughput is, however, always achieved by the classical la algorithm, and
not the beam-forming-aware algorithm.
The parameter values used in the later average user throughput comparisons
between the different algorithms, in Section 7.2, are the optimal values from these
four figures, and are presented in Table 7.1. As can be seen, these values increase
with bs antenna array-size and the parameter value choices are higher for the
beam-forming-aware algorithm. Moreover, the simulations with the estimated
harq lead to parameter choices of lower values than the simulations with neglected harq.

Normalized Throughput
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Figure 7.1: Normalized average user throughput for classic la and classic
bfa la with different values of ∆ack . Averaged over all ues with the harq
neglected and NT = 8.
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Figure 7.2: Normalized average user throughput for classic la and classic
bfa la with different values of ∆ack . Averaged over all ues with the harq
neglected and NT = 32.
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Figure 7.3: Normalized average user throughput for classic la and classic
bfa la with different values of ∆ack . Averaged over all ues with the harq
estimated and NT = 8.
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Figure 7.4: Normalized average user throughput for classic la and classic
bfa la with different values of ∆ack . Averaged over all ues with the harq
estimated and NT = 32.

Table 7.1: Optimal choices of ∆ack for different link-adaptation setups.

7.1.2

harq

Algorithm

NT

Parameter Value [dB]

Neglected
Neglected
Neglected
Neglected
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated

Classic la
Classic la
Classic bfa la
Classic bfa la
Classic la
Classic la
Classic bfa la
Classic bfa la

8
32
8
32
8
32
8
32

0.098
0.133
0.133
0.217
0.032
0.045
0.041
0.067

TELA and BFA TELA

The parameter setup simulations of the tela and bfa tela algorithms can be
seen in Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6, Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8. The two former figures
are from simulations done with the harq neglected, as in Gharq (ηcur ) = 0, and
the two latter are from simulations with estimated harq. Note that only the
interesting values of NW are shown and not all values presented in Table 6.5.
In all figures one can see that when averaging over all users the non-beamforming-aware algorithm performs better than the beam-forming-aware algorithm,
with a larger gap between the two algorithms for the larger antenna setup.
The parameter values used in the later average user throughput comparisons
between the different algorithms, in Section 7.2, are the optimal values from these
four figures, and are presented in Table 7.2. The parameter choices are here
rather static except for the case of the tela algorithm in the setups with eight
transmit antennas, both with neglected and estimated harq.
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Figure 7.5: Normalized average user throughput for tela and bfa tela with
different values of NW . Averaged over all ues with the harq neglected and
NT = 8.
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Figure 7.6: Normalized average user throughput for tela and bfa tela with
different values of NW . Averaged over all ues with the harq neglected and
NT = 32.
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Figure 7.7: Normalized average user throughput for tela and bfa tela with
different values of NW . Averaged over all ues with the harq estimated and
NT = 8.
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Figure 7.8: Normalized average user throughput for tela and bfa tela with
different values of NW . Averaged over all ues with the harq estimated and
NT = 32.

Table 7.2: Optimal choices of NW for different link-adaptation setups.
harq

Algorithm

NT

Parameter Value [tti]

Neglected
Neglected
Neglected
Neglected
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated

tela
tela
bfa tela
bfa tela
tela
tela
bfa tela
bfa tela

8
32
8
32
8
32
8
32

90
95
95
95
70
90
90
90
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This section presents the average user throughput comparisons between the different algorithms. The results are presented in such a way that the average user
throughput of the three new algorithms in a certain setup, are presented as a ratio of the average user throughput of the classic la algorithm in the same setup.
Thus, one can see in the percentages how much better, or worse, the new algorithms perform in comparison to the classical algorithm.
These results are presented in two main categories. Firstly, the results based
on averaging over the sets of all users are presented and secondly, the results
based on the sets of only the difficult users are presented, in consequence with
Table 6.4 from the previous chapter. Additionally to the results presented in the
tables and figures of this section, some major patterns of these results are pointed
out to the reader in the following two sections.

7.2.1

All UEs

The results of the simulations averaging over all users are presented in a table
format in Table 7.3 as well as in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10. The most obvious
patterns of the results, presented in Table 7.3, are, given that the data is averaged
over all users:
1. The two beam-forming-aware algorithms generally perform worse than their
beam-forming-unaware counterparts.
2. The two tela algorithms perform better than the classic la algorithms for
all setups.
3. The non-bfa tela algorithm performs better than the other algorithms for
all setups.
4. The performance of the non-bfa tela algorithm, in comparison to the original la algorithm, increases as the bs antenna array-size increases.
5. The performance of the two bfa algorithms, in comparison to the original
la algorithm, is greater in the simulations where the harq is estimated
instead of neglected.

Table 7.3: Comparison of average user throughput for all ues. The comparison is done between the three new algorithms, classic bfa la, tela and bfa
tela, versus the classic la algorithm.
Setup
harq neglected, TX8
harq neglected, TX32
harq estimated, TX8
harq estimated, TX32

Classic bfa la

tela

bfa tela

−0.72%
−0.86%
−0.11%
−0.28%

3.08%
5.71%
3.09%
3.72%

0.64%
0.23%
2.69%
2.55%
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Figure 7.9: Average user throughput for classic bfa la, tela and bfa tela,
respectively, divided by the average user throughput for classic la. Averaged
over all users with the harq neglected.

Figure 7.10: Average user throughput for classic bfa la, tela and bfa tela,
respectively, divided by the average user throughput for classic la. Averaged
over all users with the harq estimated.
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7.2.2

Difficult UEs

The results of the simulations averaging over the difficult users are presented in a
table format in Table 7.4, as well as in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12. From Table 7.4
some patterns are visible, which are however, not fully consistent with the results
when averaging over all users. The most obvious patterns of the results are, given
that the data is averaged over the difficult users:
i. The beam-forming-aware algorithms perform worse than their beam-formingunaware counterparts when the harq is neglected.
ii. The beam-forming-aware algorithms perform better than their beam-formingunaware counterparts when the harq is estimated.
iii. The original tela algorithm performs better than the other algorithms for
simulations where the harq is neglected.
iv. The beam-forming-aware algorithms performs better than their beam-formingunaware counterparts for simulations where the harq is estimated.
v. The performance of the new algorithms, in comparison to the classic la algorithm, increases when the bs antenna array-size is increased, except for the
case of the classic bfa algorithm for simulations with neglected harq.
Additionally, one other major pattern that can be pointed out is that the performance of the new algorithms generally perform better in these simulations
than in the simulations that were averaging over all users, presented earlier.

Table 7.4: Comparison of average user throughput for the difficult ues. The
comparison is done between the three new algorithms, classic bfa la, tela
and bfa tela, versus the classic la algorithm.
Setup
harq neglected, 8 antennas
harq neglected, 32 antennas
harq estimated, 8 antennas
harq estimated, 32 antennas

Classic bfa la

tela

bfa tela

−0.90%
−1.37%
0.00%
0.34%

8.17%
9.90%
4.00%
5.15%

5.98%
6.58%
4.02%
6.15%
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Figure 7.11: Average user throughput classic bfa la, tela and bfa tela, respectively, divided by the average user throughput for classic la. Calculated
over all difficult users with the harq neglected.

Figure 7.12: Average user throughput classic bfa la, tela and bfa tela, respectively, divided by the average user throughput for classic la. Calculated
over all difficult users with the harq estimated.

8

Discussion

This chapter will discuss and evaluate the results presented in Chapter 7. This
discussion will follow the order of the results presented in the previous chapter.
However, firstly, a short comment will be given on one of the patterns that is
present in several of the simulations and how this might have to do with the
simulation limitations presented in Section 6.3.1.

8.1

The Stationary Limitation

In Section 6.3.1 it was stated that one major limitation of the simulations was
the lack of the ue mobility in the data generation simulations. As can be seen
through out the results presented in previous chapter, when averaging over all
users, the non-beam-forming-aware algorithms in most cases perform better than
their beam-forming-aware counterparts. In Section 6.2.2 it was suggested that
the beam-forming-aware algorithms might perform better than the original algorithm due to the fact that different zoom levels would have different properties,
and the bfa algorithm would therefore be able to adapt to each zoom level individually. However, due to the fact that the simulator used for generating the ue
receiver sinr curves, does not support mobility, the deeper fading phenomena
that would be a result of the transmission beams missing the ues is rarely occuring. These fading phenomena would, in a simulation with ue mobility, probably
be more frequent for higher zoom levels due to them having a smaller width than
lower zoom levels. This would lead to the variance of the received sinr increasing with zoom level, something that could be dealt with in a beam-forming-aware
algorithm.
The mobility would also force the dbf algorithm to change the beams continuously as the ues’ positions change. Due to the behaviour of the dbf algorithm,
described in Chapter 5, this would force the beam-forming zoom levels to contin69
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uously change, something a beam-forming-aware algorithm also could approach.
Due to the fact that the ues in the simulations of this thesis are stationary, the
variance of the sinr curves of the different zoom levels fall in the same order of
magnitude. Thus, there is little to be gained by adjusting to the different zoom
levels in different ways. Furthermore, since the ues are stationary, most transmissions to the ues within the simulations start increasing their zoom levels rather
instantaneously and never, during the time frame of the transmissions, go back
a zoom level. Together with the fact that the zoom levels in these simulations
have similar properties, it might even be advantageous to have a beam-formingunaware link-adaptation algorithm. This is due to the fact that such an algorithm
would already have partially adjusted to a new zoom level before first encountering it, due to the earlier encounters of other zoom levels.

8.2

Parameter Setup

The parameter setup simulations where divided into two main parts, where the
first one investigated the acknowledgement stepsize, ∆ack , values for classic la
and classic bfa la, and the second part investigated time window, NW , values for
the tela and bfa tela algorithms. These simulations did the averaging of the
user throughput on all ues.

8.2.1

Classic LA and Classic BFA LA

The results of these simulations were presented in Figure 7.1 through Figure 7.4.
The figures in all of the four graphs look approximately the same but there are
some things that might be worth discussing. As can be seen in all four graphs,
the classic la algorithm perform better than the bfa algorithm in almost all
cases. This can probably have to do with the stated facts in the previous section.
However, one can see that the bfa algorithm perform better than the original
algorithm for higher values of ∆ack in the cases of estimated harq. Also, the
classic bfa la algorithm often perform better, compared to the classic la, when
simulating with the estimated harq. The reasoning behind this is that the bfa
algorithm is a bit less conservative when it comes to picking mcs values in these
simulations due to the fact that when it first reaches a new zoom level it does not
have any initial backoff, whereas the original algorithm have some backoff from
earlier zoom levels. As a consequence, the bfa algorithm is punished harder than
the original algorithm when the harq is neglected, since an unsuccessful transmission then means that no information gets through to the receiver. The fact
that it works better, in comparison, for greater values of ∆ack , could have to do
with the fact that when it first encounter new zoom levels, it has no backoff value
for that zoom level, and thus have a greater need to fast tune into the new zoom
level’s properties, resulting in better performance for larger ∆ack values.
Table 7.1 presented the optimal choices of ∆ack for the two algorithms in the
different setups. One visible pattern was that the optimal ∆ack values were higher
for higher bs antenna array-sizes, which most certainly has to do with the fact that
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the average received sinr is higher in this cases. One can also see that the optimal
∆ack values are lower when the harq is estimated. This might be because when
estimating the harq, the algorithms do not have the same need for a large and
very conservative ∆nak value.

8.2.2

TELA and BFA TELA

The results of these simulations were presented in Figure 7.5 through Figure 7.8.
Also here the four graphs look approximately the same but there are some things
that might be worth discussing. The main pattern that can be noted is that the
tela algorithm performs better than the bfa algorithm for all values of NW in
all four figures. The reasoning behind this is in accordance with what was noted
in Section 8.1.
However, one can see that the gap between the two throughout graphs is wider
when neglecting the harq, than when the harq is estimated. This is not strange,
since the tela algorithm is clearly more conservative than its bfa counterpart
in these simulations. This is due to the fact that in these simulations you mostly
have transmissions starting at a low zoom level and working themselves up to
a higher zoom level and then they stay at this level until the transmission is finished. Thus, the non-bfa algorithm always have lower cqi values, acks and naks
to include in its current time window when reaching a new zoom level. Contrary
to this, when encountering a new zoom level, the only feedback measure the bfa
algorithm has to base its mcs decision on, is the last cqi value. Thus, it will in
those cases give a less conservative mcs decision compared to the non-bfa algorithm.
When it comes to the optimal NW values in Table 7.2, one can firstly see that
the values are slightly higher when the harq is neglected. This surely has to do
with same argument that was stated above. That is, when the harq is neglected,
its beneficial for the link-adaptation to be more conservative. The reason for why
the optimal values of the tela algorithm in the case of 8 transmit antennas, is
lower than all the other setups, might be that when using a smaller antenna-array,
you have a smaller sinr span in general, as well as that the tela algortihm need
a smaller window then its bfa counterpart to have sufficient feedback history.

8.3

Throughput Comparison

The results of the throughput comparison simulations were presented in Section 7.2. There, the results was presented in two main segments where the first
segment showed the results for the simulations run with all ues as the input data
set, and the second segment using only the difficult ues as the input data set. The
discussion of these results will follow the same structure as the previous chapter
and will comment on all the patterns presented in the result section by first citing
the pattern, and then discussing it.
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8.3.1

Discussion

All UEs

In this section the results and patterns presented in Section 7.2.1 will be covered
and evaluated, i.e. the results and pattern of the simulations with all ues as input
data, summarized in Table 7.3.
1. "The two beam-forming-aware algorithms generally perform worse than their
beam-forming-unaware counterparts."
This, as have been stated earlier, probably has to do with the the facts stated
in Section 8.1. Due to having no ue mobility, and similar properties over the
different zoom levels, the non-bfa algorithms might perform better than their
bfa counterparts.
2. "The two tela algorithms perform better than the classic la algorithms for all
setups."
This is what was expected due to the fact that the original link-adaptation algorithm is rather basic. Thus, it is no surprise that the smarter algorithm seems to
perform better
3. "The non-bfa tela algorithm performs better than the other algorithms for all
setups."
With the background of the stationary limitation this is also not a big surprise.
It was expected that the two tela algorithms should perform better than the
original link-adaptation in general and the reason this algorithm performs better
than the bfa counterpart has already been covered.
4. "The performance of the non-bfa tela algorithm, in comparison to the original
link-adaptation algorithm, increases as the bs antenna array-size increases."
This is a positive result, since a higher bs antenna array-size is beneficial in many
other ways. Thus, it seems it could be beneficial to consider continue working
on such a link-adaptation technique since the bs antenna array-size probably will
increase in the future, due to the research topic of massive mimo. This was also
partially expected, due to the fact that the properties of the receiver sinr curves,
when using an increased number of transmit antennas and therefore having more
zoom levels, would be more diverse. This is something that would probably be
superiorly handled by the tela algortihms.
5. "The performance of the two bfa algorithms, in comparison to the original linkadaptation algorithm, is greater in the simulations where the harq is estimated
instead of neglected."
This is also partially expected. The two bfa algorithms are in these simulations,
as been touched upon earlier, less conservative than the non-bfa algorithms. It
is therefore not strange that they, in comparison, perform better when the harq
is estimated instead of neglected, due to the fact that the algorithms would lose
less in the case of unsuccessful transmissions. The estimation of the harq can
be seen as an incitement to the algorithms to be less conservative with their mcs
decisions.

8.3

Throughput Comparison

8.3.2
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Difficult UEs

In this section the results and patterns presented in Section 7.2.2 will be covered
and evaluated, i.e. the results and patterns of the simulations with only the difficult ues as input data, summarized in Table 7.4.
i. "The beam-forming-aware algorithms perform worse than their beam-formingunaware counterparts when the harq is neglected."
ii. "The beam-forming-aware algorithms perform better than their beam-formingunaware counterparts when the harq is estimated."
In comparison to the results of the simulations when averaging over all users
the behaviour when averaging over only the difficult users is a bit different. As
seen in Table 7.4, the bfa algorithms actually perform better than their non-bfa
counterparts when the harq is estimated. That the bfa algorithms perform better with the harq estimated, was already touched upon in the previous section.
What differs here is that the averaging is only over difficult users. These users
have lower average sinr than the rest of the ues. This means that their channel conditions are harsher and have more variations. This also implies that the
dbf algorithm is doing more work and that the zoom levels are shifting more
frequently than for the average ue. Thus, the channel properties that these simulations were said to be lacking at most parts, according to Section 8.1, are, however, more frequent in the data of the difficult users. Due to the fact that these
users have bigger variations in sinr, and change zoom level more frequent than
the other users, the bfa algorithms perform better. Notably, even the classic bfa
la algorithm perform better than its non-bfa counterpart for the difficult user
simulations with estimated harq.
iii. "The original tela algorithm performs better than the other algorithms for simulations where the harq is neglected."
iv. "The bfa algorithms performs better than their non-bfa counterparts for simulations where the harq is estimated."
The two tela algorithms, as said before, was expected to perform better than
the classic la algorithms. Thus, in that regard this is no surprise. The reasoning
above also holds for the fact that the bfa tela algorithm performs better than
the rest of the algorithms during the simulations with estimated harq.
v. "The performance of the new algorithms, in comparison to the classic link-adaptation
algorithm, increases when the bs antenna array-size is increased, except for the
case of the classic bfa algorithm for simulations with neglected harq ."
This pattern was only noted for the non-bfa tela algorithm in the previous simulations of all users. The fact that this pattern is more common in these simulations might also originate from what has been said above about the properties
of these sinr curves, since these curves have bigger variations and have more frequent zoom level changes than the average ue sinr curve. These variation properties should also, intuitively, be intensified by an increase in bs antenna array-size,
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thus, making the performance of the new algorithms better, when comparing to
the original algorithm.

9

Conclusion

This thesis have investigated how the classic link-adaptation algorithm could be
changed to perform better in a beam-forming-setups and more specifically when
using the Differential Beam-Forming technique, within the framework of an lte
fdd system. The main assumptions and limitations were stated in Section 1.4
of the first chapter, and some additional limitations regarding the simulations
which this thesis’s results are based upon were presented in Section 6.3.1. In
this chapter, the answers to the questions stated in the problem formulation, Section 1.3, are given.
1. How could the link-adaptation algorithm be changed to better work for
beam-forming setups and more specifically when using dbf?
(a) Are there alternative solutions that could work better than the classic linkadaptation algorithm when using Differential Beam-Forming?
• By evaluating the three new algorithms presented in Chapter 6 in
comparison to the classical link-adaptation algorithm, the results of
Chapter 7 showed that the algorithms referred to as throughput estimation link-adaptation as well as beam-forming-aware throughput estimation link-adaptation both gave a clear indication of better performance
than the original algorithm. It has also been clear in the report that
the smarter algorithms seem to perform better for larger bs antenna
array-sizes. Due to the restriction of stationary users, the results of
the new algorithms could also be viewed as a bit pessimistic, giving an
even larger indication that the studied algorithms would be preferable
to the classic algorithm in a real scenario.
(b) What information from the beam-forming could be utilized to increase the
performance of the link-adaptation?
75
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• The beam-forming information that has been taken into account in
this thesis is the zoom level of the current dbf beam used for transmission. This approach was fairly straight forward and two algorithms,
the classic link-adaptation and the newly designed throughput estimation link-adaptation, was made beam-forming-aware by taking the
current zoom level into account. Unfortunately, due to the restriction
of the simulations, the results were found to be less satisfying than presumed. However, the results of the simulations of the difficult users,
in the case of an estimated harq showed an increase in performance.
These simulations, are also the ones, which could be argued to be closest to a real scenario.
(c) What methods could be used to integrate this information into the linkadaptation algorithms?
• In this thesis, two different methods have been used to tweak two different beam-forming-unaware algorithms, into being beam-formingaware. However, these two methods are, to a degree, the same. The
classic la algorithm was made beam-forming-aware by creating individual outer-loop link-adaptation processes for each zoom level, and by
doing so, having different backoffs for the different zoom levels. The
tela algorithm was made beam-forming-aware by tweaking the algorithm in such a way that Equation (6.2) only uses input data corresponding to both its current time window, as well as its current zoom
level.
2. Do the newly designed algorithms with Differential Beam-Forming perform
better than the conventional link-adaptation with Differential Beam-Forming?
(a) Which of the studied algorithms perform the best and how does this differ
between different setups?
• Throughout the results it is clear that the new tela algorithm perform better than the classic link-adaptation algorithm, as this can be
seen in Figure 7.9 through Figure 7.12. This is intuitive, since the two
tela algorithms are inherently smarter than the two classic la algorithms. For all setups, except the last one, depicted in Figure 7.12,
the non-bfa tela algorithm outperform its bfa counterpart. This can,
however, have to do with the stationary limitation that was discussed
in Section 8.1. One would argue this, because in Figure 7.12, the bfa
tela outperform all other algorithms, and this is also the simulation
which could be argued to be closest to a real scenario, with a real communication system.
(b) How does performance of the newly designed algorithms in comparison to
the conventional link-adaptation algorithm, differ for different bs antenna
array-sizes?
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• The patterns that could be seen in the simulation results of Chapter 7
were not in all cases clear on this subject. However, in the cases where
there are big changes between the performance of 8 transmission antennas and 32 transmission antennas, these results are predominantly
in accordance with intuition. That is, the performance of the new algorithms, compared to the performance of the classic link-adaptation,
increases when the bs antenna array-sizes increase. This is also very
clear for the difficult user case with estimated harq, which has been
argued to be the most interesting case. This result is also very positive,
since the bs antenna array-size probably will increase in the future,
due to the interesting research topic of massive mimo.

10

Further Research

This thesis has done an initial study into how the classic link-adaptation algorithm of an lte system, might be changed to perform better in a beam-forming
scenario or more specifically when using Differential Beam-Forming, in the context of an lte fdd system. However, as seen in the assumptions and limitations
specified in Section 1.4 and Section 6.3.1, there are some aspects that are left unstudied. Therefore, it will hereafter follow a list of aspects that could possibly be
the focus of some further reasearch:
• ue mobility - As stated in several places in this thesis, most clearly in Section 8.1, the ue receiver sinr curves that has been used as input data for
the link-adaptation simulations, were simulated with stationary ues. This
has, arguably, been the biggest limitation to this thesis in the aspect of simulation results and have intuitively lead to too pessimistic results, especially
for the beam-forming-aware algorithms. The results given in this thesis
did, however, give an indication that performance on the newly designed
algorithms would be even better if the input data had been mobility based.
Therefore, it would be very interesting to see how these algorithms, especially the beam-forming-aware ones, would perform in scenarios with ue
mobility.
• Real harq process - Due to the fact that the harq is vital for the linkadaptation algorithm’s performance instead of neglected or estimating the
harq, as has been done in this thesis. It would be very interesting to see
how these algorithms perform in simulators with a harq included.
• harq estimation - Corresponding to the above bullet, the estimation of the
harq within the tela algorithms also is either neglected or harshly estimated within this thesis. Thus, if one would implement this algorithm
within a simulator with a real harq one should take a further look at the
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process of estimating how much information one would loose in the case of
an unsuccessful transmission, which obviously depends on the harq used.
• bs mcs calculation performance - This thesis has not taken into consideration that the tela algorithms, due to the fact of them being smarter than
the conventional algorithm, might take up more base station calculation
resources when calculating the mcs decision for each downlink transmission. How these algorithms should be implemented within the base station
is also therefore a topic of research and it would also be interesting to see
the performance of the algorithms evaluated as a measure of how much
resources they would take up.
• bs antenna array-sizes - The simulations has been run with only linear antenna-arrays spanning one dimension of size NT = 8 and NT = 32. In the
result section, one pattern that could be seen, is that the new algorithms
seemed to perform better for the larger antenna constellations. Therefore,
it would be interesting to see how the algorithms would perform in even
larger linear antenna constellations, but also with different sizes of twodimensional bs antenna arrays.
• Beam-forming algorithm - This study has been done featuring mainly Ericsson’s Differential Beam-Forming algorithm. However, the link-adaptation
algorithms designed in this thesis could possibly also work with other beamforming algorithms. Hence, it would be interesting to study the performance of these algorithms using other beam-forming algorithms than dbf.
• Scenario - The link-adaptation simulations run in this thesis has all had input data originating from an itu rural macro scenario. Intuitively, the performance of the new algorithms in comparison to the classic link-adaptation
algorithm would probably look similar in other scenarios. However, this
could also be a focus of evaluation.
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